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HRC targets business
owners for support, meets
with Henderson delegation

Marcellous
. Foster (left)
stands with
his attorney,
Emil
Samson,
Monday
morning in
Calloway
Circuit Court

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT
Ledger &
Times

With discussion regarding a possible city ordinance against
bullying currently on hold,the Human Rights Commission chose
on Monday night to discuss what's on deck: Bullying in the
workplace.
HRC Chair Jody Cofer said that while the push to curb bullying in the local school systems has been extremely effective and
was part of the initial goals of the HRC during its January 2013
education and awareness launch, looking at the business sector
could prove to be the next step for the bully campaign.
We need to go to the businesses next." said Cofer. who was
open to suggestions from the commission about how to tackle
the subject regarding employers and employees.
HRC member Dr. Peggy Pittman-Munke opened the discussion with the concept of forming, a focus group, spearheaded
with 10 to 12 business leaders, who would be willing to come
together and discuss with HRC what goes on bully-wise in the
workplace and how employers deal with the problem in the proRssional world. „
Munke suggested trying to enlist the support of the Murray
Rotary Club. in which both Mayor Bill Wells and HRC member
Jane Shoemaker agreed.
Wells, who resides on the Rotary Executive Board, said while
a lot was going on with the Rotary Club at this current time, the
best place to start with the process would be the executive board',
and as such invited Shoemaker, a fellow Rotarian, to present the
case of the HRC to the board at their July 8 meeting,set for noon
at Pagliai's of Murray.
Furthermore, the HRC meeting scheduled for July I was
moved to July 8 in order to coincide with the Rotary Executive
Board meeting. allowing for Shoemaker to provide feedback
from the board meeting back to the HRC.
Connie Payne, HRC member and current director of the Day
Treatment Center at Calloway County High School, also suggested contacting Lisa Satterwhite at the Murray—Calloway
Chamber of Commerce in hopes of acquiring more business support behind the drive for a bully-free community.
Cofer said he also plans to gauge the interest of Cheri Theaters
owner John Hopkins, who played a major role in the three free
showings of'Bully,- a critically-acclaimed documentary on
peer-to-peer bullying in schools across America.
"We could see if he is an outspoken business leader on a subject like this,- Cofer said."He might be able to recommend five
or six other business owners who would like to be a part of this.
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WEATHER

Tuesday: Sunny. with a
high near 91 Calm wind
becoming southwest 5 to 9
mph in the afternoon.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 72
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Southwest ,eind 7 to 9 mph
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 93 Southwest wind
8 to 17 mph. with gusts as high
as 26 mph_
Wednesday Night: A 30
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms after lam.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 74 Southwest wind 9
to 11 mph.
Thursday: A 20 percent
chance of. showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny. with a
high near 87. West southwest
wind around 10 mph becoming
north northwest in the afternoon.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 66.
North northeast wind 5 to 9
mph
Friday: Sunny, with a high
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mi Foust: Foster to
remain in custody
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
\larcenous Demonte Foster.
35, of Murray. Will remain in
the Calloway County Jail until
at least July 8.
That was the order of

Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust Monday morning as he
opted for no bond for Foster,
who was in court on charges of
robbor 2nd degree in connection to a March incident at

II See Page 2

Cleanup work
after BP oil
spill ends in
three states
By The Associated Press
NFAV ORLEANS (API
leanup work has ended

in

'
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JOHN WRIGHT r Ledger & Times
GETTING TWISTED: Riders enjoyctheir time on the Remix. an aerial apparatus that
sends riders oil a twisting circular path, Monday durilig the opening day of the 2013 MurrayCalloway County Fair. The midway offers numerous rides, while events Such as a demolition derby, livestock shows and exhibit competitions are also scheduled. Visit
www.mccfair.com for a complete schedule.

BP PLC's massi% e 2010 oil
spill in the Gull of \link°. the
company' said Monday.'
The London- based oil giant
said the Coast Guard has concluded "actise cleanup operations" in Mississippi. Alabama
and Florida. but the work continues along 84 miles of
I.ouisiana's shoreline.
The cleanup by BP contractors ended last Friday in
Alabama. on June 1 in Florida
and on May 1 in Mississippi.
according
to
company
spaikesman Ja SI iiiRy:in

Niee Page 2

Foust delays Bramley plea to evaluate agreement
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A Murray man's plea for his alleged
involvement in a fatal automobile accident
last July was delayed Monday in Calloway
Circuit Court.
Judge Dennis Foust said he wanted to
evaluate the case of Robert Bramley. who
earlier had entered an agreement to a plea

offer from 4, Onlnit.11sic.,lth Atunney \lark
Blankenship's office that called for a ninc •
year jail sentence with no opposition to
shock probat n in at
120 day s
Bramley faces charges i)1 this mg a 2012
Chesrolet passenger car on the morning of
July 1.5 in the 100 block of Bethel Road near
the Van Clease em anmunii. that reportedly
failed to negotiate a curse and eventually
crashed into a utility pole. Kentucky State

Poke reported that a passenger. Khiry .1.
Williams. 23, of Chicago. III., was unrestrained and partially ejected from the car.
resulting in fatal injuries. KSI) said he was
pronounced dead at the scene.
Slondas.•BramleA asked Foust to agree to
thy deal.
-There is not a das that (ies by that 1

•See Page 2

Event to
raise funds
for hungry
children
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Next Sunday, June 23. two
local families involved with
charities helping children in
other countries will remind
Calloway County residents
about world hunger by feeding
them a simple meal of rice and
water.
Pam Jones said the eYent.
which is being called Feed My
Sheep, will be at the old courthouse pavilion next to the main
playground
Murrayat
Calloway County Central Park
from II a.m. to I p.m. June 23
Several years after Jones and

•See Page 2

Photo provided

Pictured is Deborah Wilson. right, the cook at JCA-East, standing next to some rice kettles
with her daughter. left and her kitchen helper Half of the proceeds from the Feed My Sheep
event on June 23 will go toward a summer feeding program that,411 provide meals to children
in the neighborhood where the school is located in the Liberian community of Congo Town
when classes are not in session. The rest will go to feeding children in Guatemala.
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
There is a silver lining with
every rain cloud, except this
time the silver is really more
like chrome.
Along with 10-12 cars in the
FNB Bank Freedom Fest
Parade, the Top Gun Cruise-In
will convene at the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot on June 29.
allowing car orners and visitors to enjoy the show, which
will lead into the Briggs &
Fireworks
Stratton
Extravaganza, set to begin on
the same evening at 9:30 p.m.
Originally scheduled for June
1 at the same location, the Top
Gun Cruise-In was rained out,
leaving hot rod and classic car
owners without a venue to share.
their love of machinery with the
general public.
However, after a little
regrouping.Top Gun organizers
rescheduled with Mark Welch
and Murray State University
Town and Gown, turning the
possibility of cruising during
Freedom Fest into a reality.
Welch said the Cruise-In will
take the same route as determined before, leaving around
noon and caravaning to Ft.
Donelson in Dover. Tenn.
From there, Welch said many
of the cars — which will arrive
Illinois, Tennessee.
from
and
Missouri
Kentucky.
Indiana — will then begin parking in the stadium lot around 3
p.m., providing a spectacular
of craftsmanship
display
through several generations of

we're going to come to that
meeting with this idea that
we're actually going to put
together a plan on how to get the
businesses involved. Hopefully
by then we will have a couple of
- .key business partners at that
- point who may even share ideas
with us at our meeting."
• Prior to the meeting. the
HRC met with noted dignitaries
from Henderson. who have
taken a particular interest in the
proceedings in Murray regarding the bully-free campaign.
Asking questions and offering
feedback of their own procedures. Henderson officials lis-

the automobile industry.
"All along, we have been trying to find a way to do several
of these shows a year," Welch
said. "Freedom Fest will provide more activities for the car
owners and the extra visitors
who will be in for Freedom Fest
might enjoy a cruise-in car
show.
spokesperson
Gun
Top
Christy Peal said to expect all
kinds of cars from Monte
Carlos to Corvettes. as well as
'71 Cougars (antique tractors)
and possibly some speed boats,
make
which occasionally
appearances at these types of
events.
"We are extremely excited."
eeal said. "Murray has been
very good to us over the years,
and we know a lot of the businesses are excited to see the
cars in town."
Peal said there will be a good
variation of trucks, tractors and
cars at the show — from street
rods, muscle cars and rat rods —
as well as a number of engine
projects which will be on display for visitors.
Also a pan of the Ice Cream
Festival held every fall. Peal
said many of the regular showcasers love to shop.eat and visit
in Murray — saying the town is
friendly and nice and provides
an excellent backdrop for the
show to take place.
For more information. visit
www.topguncarshows.com to
see some of the vehicles coming
to the area.

tened to HRC members discuss
in depth the development of the
bully-free campaign. which has
taken major strides over the last
-six months.
Dr. Allan Beane. a key local
supporter of the HRC and creator of Bully-Free Systems,
highlighted some of the problems slowing the bully ordinance process in Murray.
Proper enforcement, a clear
definition of bullying. proving
malice in a court of law and
consequences of bullying —
whether they are fines, mandatory classes or community service — remain as the stumbling
blocks for City Attorney Warren
Hopkins to draw up a clear and
concise city ordinance.

her husband, Rick, adopted a
son from the Republic of
Liberia. they started a school
called JCA (Jones Christian
Academy)-East in Congo Town
on the outskirts of the Liberian
capital of Monrovia. Jones said
Feed My Sheep would raise
money for a summer feeding
program that would provide
meals to children in the neighborhood where the school is
located when classes are not in
session.
The Joneses are organizing
Feed My Sheep with Kim and
Stephen Crouch, who travel to
Guatemala each year on mission
trips with Bethel Ministries
International. Because of their
involvement, half of the proceeds will also go toward feedchildren
in
hungry
ing
Guatemala.
"Instead of going to your
favorite .restaurant on June 23,
please meet us at the. park for a
special lunch and donate what
you normally spend on Sunday
lunch with your family." Jones
said on the event's website,
feedmysheepky.org. "All donations will feed children in
Liberia, West Africa and
Guatemala, Central America.
We will be serving rice and

water, the very same meal many
children stand in line for hours
to receive. For many, it will be
their only meal that day."
"I think it's a good teaching
moment for kids," Kim Crouch
said. "I think growing up in
America, where we have so
much and we have abundance in
everything, kids are so far
removed from poverty for the
most part, unless they're part of
the poverty in Murray where
they get help from Need Line or
from the school systems, most
kids in our area don't know
what it feels like to be habgry.
"So if anything. I think-it's a
good teaching moment to stick
rice and water in front of them
as an eye-opener(to show them)
this is what kids in Third World
countries are eating. We're
going to restaurants on Sundays
after church and dropping 30 or
40 bucks on one meal, and in
Guatemala,$50 will feed a family of six or seven for 10 days."

fronted him w ith a weapon and
demanded money at about 9
p.m. Friday. The three individuals were later arrested and
in connection to the
charged
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Attorney Denny Null (left) and defendant Robert Bramley
face Judge Dennis -Foust Monday morning in Calloway
Circuit Court.
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The state's top budget official is
reporting an 8.3 percent increase
in General Fund revenue in
May,largely thanks to improved
collections from the sales tax,
individual income taxes and
property taxes.
Budget Director Jane Driskell
released a monthly
report on Monday.
The report showed Property
tax collections increased by 75.2
)tercent in 'May. Individual
income tax receipts rose by 8.3

percent. And sales tax receipts
were up 52 percent.
That's a major shift from April
when nearly every major revenue source for the state was
down.
Revenue from the state's coal
severance tax decreased by 33.8
percent in May. And cigarette
tax collections were down 21.9
percent.
Road Fund collections were
down by less than 1 percent in
May.

Jury selection begins
in Zimmerman's trial
SANFORD, Fla. (AP) — On
the first day of his trial Monday.
George Zimmerman got a look
at the people who might decide
whether he committed seconddegree murder when he fatally
Trayvon
17-year-old
shot

Here W your chance to have 2 new borne at a great
price! This new construction brick home is nearly move-

in ready and features three bedrooms and two bathrooms
with vaulted and tray ceilings, carpet, hardwood.
ceramic tile, kitchen appliances, sown yard, landscaping, concrete driveway and sidewalks, covered porch,
deck, open floor plan and much more! This new home
will not last long' MLS #71055

270.753.9999

See this house and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com

Apostle Clay Nash
and his team
from Southhaven. MS
Harvest Land Ministries International
Announces the Kick-Off of

alternates. In Florida, 12 jurors
are required only for trials
involving capital cases, when
the death penalty is being considered.
Zimmerman was present in
the jury holding room as his
defense attorneys and prosecutors introduced themselves to
•
the potential jurors. Attorneys from both sides
then leafed through the questionnaire responses in the courtroom.
The selection of jurors who
both the prosecution and
defense believe can be objective
in the highly publicized case is
expected to take all week,if not
longer. The judge has said she
will keep the identities of the
selected jurors anonymous but
she rejected a defense request to
sequester the entire jury pool of
500 residents.
Judge Debra Nelson said the jury
selection would alternate with the
continuation of a hearing to determine whether she will allow the testimony of voice-recognition experts
who say they 'might be able to identify who was screaming on a 911
tape recorded during Zimmerman's
confrontation with Martin.
Thus far, the experts have
reached mixed conclusions.
Defense attorneys ,don't want
them to testify.

don't think about my friend. I
am deeply sorry for what I did."
Bramley said in open court. "I
believe that accident was a spiritual awakening for me."
"I believe he would be willing
to do community service,talk to
people about how not to have
this happen to them, anything,"
Bramley's attorney Depny Null
said. "I do believe him,though.
This event has changed him for
the rest of his life."
'Several witnesses have submitted letters of support on
Bramley's behalf, it was reported. Foust said he may be able to
decide on the agreement by
Friday and set the next court
date for 8:30 a.m.
***
was sentenced to
man
Hazel
A
20 years Monday for.his alleged
r6le in a high-speed chase last
fall.
Foust followed the plea agreement Ronnie Harold Sharp
the
with
into
entered
Commonwealth on 17 separate

'charges. The Oct. 1 chase ended
at the intersection of Ness
Providence and Dodd roads
when a pickup truck police
allege Sharp had stolen a week
earlier crashed. He was later
located in Indianapolis. Ind..
w here U.S. Marshals took him
into custody.
In addition to the 20 years,
Sharp also was ordered to pay
about S4L200 in fees and enroll
in a long-term substance abuse
program.
A Hazel woman charged with
assisting three Calloway County
Jail inmates in a December
escape was sentenced to one
year in jail Monday on charges
of complicity to escape 2nd
degree.
Police said Lasey Jones was
located and arrested near
Paducah shortly after the escape
while allegedly in the company
of one of the alleged escapees.
BrOley Cathey. also of Hazel.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven ..guilty .

$14 billion on response and
cleanup activities. with more
than 48,(tX) people involved in
those efforts at the height of the
spill's
aftermath.
The Coast Guard w ill continue
"The transition is a significant
responding to reports of oil
washing up anywhere along the milestone toward fulfilling our
Gulf Coast. BP said it will take commitment to clean the Gulf
responsibility for removing any shoreline and ensuring that the
oil that came from its blown-out region's residents and visitors
can fully enjoy this majestic
Macondo well.
"This is another important environment." Laura Folse, BP's
step towards meeting our goal executive vice president for
of returning the shoreline to as response and environmental
close to pre-spill conditions as restoration, said in a statement.
BP said teams surveyed nearly
possible while managing the
scale of the response to meet 4.(XX) miles of shoreline after
conditions on the ground," the spill. identifying roughly
Coast Guard Capt. Duke Walker 1.100 miles affected by oil and
778 miles that needed to be
said in a statement.
BP said it has spent more than cleaned.

"If you can't live alone,
this is the place to live."
—Peggy Robertson

Apostolic/Prophetic Training Center

1714 Plainview Drive, Murray, KY
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Marjorie Louise Miller
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Funeral sery ices for Mar orie Louise Miller. 85 of Benton K •
will be held at I p.m. Tuesday. June II , 2013. at Collier Funeral
Chapel in Benton. Interment will follow at Maple Springs
Cemetery. Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m.. Monday. June 10.
2013. at the funeral home.
- Mrs. Miller died Friday. June 7. 2(H3. at her home.
She was a retired sales clerk in the photo department' at
Walgreens.
She was preceded in death by her parents. Arthur A. Nantz and
Harriet Judson (Linley) Nantr. husband. William H. Miller; two
daughters. Sharlene Miller and Pamela Paramo; and three brothers.
Robert Nantz, Merl! Nantz and Wittig Nantz.
She is survived by five sons. Ronnie Miller and Gary Miller, both
of West Palm Beach. Fla.. Merll Miller. Jimmy Miller and Joey.
Miller, all of Benton; two daughters. Laura Ross. of Dexter. and
Meredith Pillion. of Benton; 11 grandchildren; and two greatgrandchildren.
Expressions of. sympathy may be made to: American Cancer
Society. P.O. Box 22718. Oklahoma City. OK 73123; or St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital. 501 St. Jude Place. Memphis.Tenn..
38105.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.
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Funeral services for Gearl Suiter, 76,of Murray. Ky., will be held
at I p.m. Tuesday. June Il. 2013. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
with Jason Hart officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Visitation was held Monday.
June 10.2013.from 4-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Mr. Suiter died Saturday. June 8. 2013. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Nov. 5.1936.in Marshall County to
the late Thomas Elroy and Melba Starks Suiter. He
was retired after 30 years of service as a safety
trainer for the Kentucky Labor cabinet and was a
member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Grad was well-known as one of the greatest
Softer
Murray State University Basketball fans.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death by two brothers. Joe and Eddie Suiter.
He is survived by his wife. Jeanette Price Suiter. of Murray, to
whom he was married June 5. 1969; three sons. Lindy Suiter and
wife. Lisa. Larry Suiter and wife. Susan,--and Terry Butler. all
of
Murray: one brother. Larry Suiter and wife. Wanda, of Murray;
three sisters. Janice McClard and husband. Terry. Debbie Gallager
and husband. John. and Lisa Starks and husband. Ricky. all of
Murray: five grandchildren. Jeramie Suiter. Kristin Crouse and husband. Justin. Ryan Butler. Logan Butler and Lakin Suiter. all of
Murray:two great-grandchildren. Ashlynn Suiter and Kennedy'
Crouse. both of Murray: several nieces and nephews; and his adored
dog. Lido.
Online condolencies may he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Funeral services for Glenn E. Deweese,82.of Paducah. Ky.. will
be held at 1 p.m.Tuesday.June 11.2013. at Milner and Orr Funeral
Home of Paducah. with Chris Fleming officiating. Burial will follow at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. Visitation
was held from 5-8 p.m. Monday.June 10.2013. at
the funeral home.
Mr. Deweese died at 8:39 a.m. Saturday'. June 8.
20 I 3. at his home.
Joyce Marie Beal
lie vs as born in Carlisle County. was a member
Funeral sten ices for Joyce Marie Beal,73.of Benton. Ky.. will be
of the Baptist faith, and was a United States Armed
held at 1 p.m. Wednesday. June 12. 2013. in the chapel of Collier
Forces veteran. He retired as captain of the Funeral Home.
with Josh Herndon and David Myers officiating.
Paducah Fire Department after 10 years of sers ice
Interment will follow the service in h Anderson
and also retired from A&P Grocery store after 24
Family Cemetery. Visitation will be held front 5-8
Deweese
years of service. He owned and operated Deweesej
p.m. Tuesday. June II, 2013, at the funeral home.
Lawn Service and Deweese Rental Properties.
Mrs. Beal died at 4:53 a.m.. Sunday. June 9.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Arlie
2013. at Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
and Elsie Bowers Deweese: and a sister. Glenna
She was born Wednesday'. Jan. 17. 1940. in
I(waste Harris, of Murray
Forrest City. Ark. She and her husband owned and
He is survived by his wife of 59 years. Christine
operated Beal One Stop in Fairdealing. and she
was retired from Fisher Price Toys in Murray.
Hays Deweese; one daughter. Marta Leneave and
She was preceded-in death by her parents.
husband.Gary.of Paducah; two sons.Timbeweese-51id wife. Patty.
armen Baker and Louada (Johnson) Baker; husof Nashville. Tenn.. and Brad Deweese.of Paducah;to grandchilBeal
band. Orville V. Beal; one grandson. Dustin
dren. Christine Paige Deweese. of Newnan. Ga., and Clay-don
Anderson:
one sister. Lois Stanley; and one infant brother.
Glenn Leneave, of Paducah: brothers and sisters-in-law. Ralph
She is survived by three sons,Jeffrey Beal. of Benton. Roger Beal,
Harris. of Murray. Virginia Davis and Earl Hays. both of Paducah.
Kent and Sue Hays, of Cunningham. Joyce and Ralph Turner. of of Searcy. Ark.. and Ray Beal. of Conway. Ark.; two daughteIs'.
Cunningham, and • Jo Hays, of Bardwell: and several nieces and Joyce Ann Anderson. of Benton. and Brenda K. Varner. of Forrest
City. Ark.; two sisters. Eva McCoy,and Virginia Luker. both of
nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may. be made to: Alzheimer's Forrest City. Ark.; 13 grandchildren: 19 great-grandchildren; and
three great-great-grandchildren.
Association. Kaden Tower, 61(X) Dutchmans Ln. STE 401.
Expressions of sy inpathy.. may be made to: St. Jude Children's
Louisville, KY 40205; and to Lourdes Hospice, P.O. Box 7100.
Research Hospital. 501 St. Jude Place. Memphis, Tenn. 38105: or
Paducah, KY 42(8)2.
Ronald McDonald House Charities. 2144 Fairfax Ave.. Nashville,
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorrcom.
Tenn. 37212.
Arrangements are being handled by Milner and Orr Funeral
An-anrein6us are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.
Home.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Planned Parenthood in Ind., Ky., to merge
LOUISVILLE:Ky.(AP)- The Planned Parenthood affiliates in
Kentucky and Indiana are merging starting next month.
The new nonprofit announced Monday will be known as
Planned Parenthood of Indiana and Kentucky and will serve
linpatients at 28 health centers across the two states. Planned
Parenthood officials say the merger,effective July I. will strengthen services in both states and ensure reproductive health remains
accessible and affordable.
All 28 centers will offer preventative health care services, such
as pap test, breast exams. balk control and pregnancy tests.
Mergers have been common within Planned Parenthood. At one
time the national organization had more than 2(K) affiliates, and
now there are 73 nationwide.
The announcement was made in Louisville on Monday morning.
The combined affiliate will have 190 employees.

Homicide investigation after body found
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) - Lexington police say the discovery
of a body in a field had led to a homicide investigation.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported the Fayette County coroner's office identified the victim as 45-year-old Tommy Crawford
of Lexington.
His body was discovered Saturday night in a field on the city's
north side.
Police say there had been tight and they were questioning a person of interest in the death.
The cause of Crawford's death w a. listed as blunt force trauma.

Grants to help expand treatment plant
FRANKFORT. K> (Al'i - A southern Kentucky community is
receiving $1.5 million to help expand its water treatment plant.
The project in Monticello will increase the plant's capacity and
allow for residential and industrial growth in the area.
Gin. Steve Beshear's office says the plant- is outdated and can no
longer meet its required capacity. It was built more than 25 years
ago and was last upgradedin 2(X)0.
The governor's office says the plant provides treated water for all
of Wayne County and part of Pulaski County.
The expansion will increase the plant's current capacity of three
million gallons per day to six million gallons per day.
The funding includes a $1 million Community Development
Block Grant to -the Wayne County Fiscal Court and a $500.0(8)
Appalachian Regional Commission l!rant to Monticello.
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Wayne E.Joyce,75.of Murray,Ky..died Monday.June 10.2013.
at his home after an extended illness.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time and are being handled
by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Robbie (Williams) Falwell

Funeral sex% ices for Robbie i Williams) Falwell. 95. of Murray.
Billy Joe "B.J ."" Hodge,67. died Saturday. June 8.2013.
KN.. were held MondaY ..hine 10. 2013, at II a.m. at the J.H.
Born in Hopkinsville, Ky.. he was the son of Mildred Louise Churchill
Funeral Home. with Bill Miller officiating. Burial folStigall Hodge and the late George Alexander Hodge. He was a lowed
in the Murray. Memorial Gardens. Visitation was held
"
‘,2raduate of Murray • State University. where he Sunday. June 9. 1013.
from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
%as a member of ATO fraternity. He was a
She died Friday. June 7. 2013. at Spring Creek Health Care in
Captain in. the U.S. Army during the Vietnam era
NlurraY.
•
and was retired from SCE&G in 1996. He was
Mrs. Falwell was horn in Calloway •county on July 19. 1917, to
currently the CFO of the Lutheran Homes of S.C. the late Ars ie Williams
and Ola (Barnett) Williams. She was a
Foundation.
homemaker and had also worked at Belk's Clothing Store in
In addition to his father. he was preceded in
Murray She was a member of the Sugar (*reek Baptist Church.
death by a brother. Richard "Dickie- Hodge.
In idditiun to her parents, NIrs F mlwcll w as preceded in death by
He is survived by his wife, Mara H. Hodge; her hushant1.1.13. Falwell:
and by. one son, Jerry. Falwell.
sons William "Andy- Hodge and wife Janice. of
-. .
•
b
.
• d -hid • ,T F•
.
. d •"f . L .
.
...,
.
Irmo. S.C.. and Jason Hodge. of Columbia. S.C.: and Jill Bell and husband. Keith.
Hodge
all of Murray; and by two greatstepsons. Justin Bickley. Jonathan Bickley and grandchildren. fhigh Falwell
and Brandon Falwell. both of Murray.
Christdpher Parham. all of Irma& S.C.; grandson.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralRyan Hodge; step-grandchildren, Justin and hometom.
wwwwwwwwwww.
•wmoww.••••••••
Megan McHenry; his mother, of the Heritage at •
Arrangements were handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Lowman; and numerous aunts, uncles, and other
This is a paid obituary.
extended family-.
•
•
A memorial service will be held Frith June 14 1011 at 4 p
a
.
SC'.Visitation
c
• Chapel.I
Please support the...
will be held from 2-4 p.m. at the funeral home prior to the service.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lutheran Homes of
American
S.C.. 300 Ministry Drive. Irmo,SC 29063.
Red Cross
Online condolences may be made at www.dunbarfunerals.com.
Every Donation Brings Hope
This is a paid obituary.

Afghan Taliban
- boldly attack
Kabul airport

Wayne E. Joyce

Dr. Cope completed her Doctor of Audiology degree
at the University of Louisville. She is originally from
Western Kentucky and is a graduate of Webster
County High School. Patients have come to know
her as an audiology extern with
Dr. Milliano since July 2012. Dr. Cope looks forward
to the opportunity to meet you and provide for
your hearing care needs for years to come.
Please join us in officially congratulating and
welcoming Dr. Cope to Audiology &
Hearing Center!

Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial! 888.457.7158

Audiology&
1-C:1 71;76;mirer
Paducah • 150 Brett Chase, Ste B

FludigyCer titled

Murray • 1711 N 121 Bypass

www.wkyhearing.com
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Ky. House committees
continue meeting
over summer,fall
Commission by November I .
which is the deadline required
by statute
This comprehensi e
plan will be
used in the
2014 budget process
and the regular legislative session.
Please
feel free to
Weekly
call me tollReport
free at IBy Stan
00- 37 Humphries
7181 with
Kentucky
any issues or
Senator
concerns I
will continue
to update you periodically on
what's going cin in Frankfort
In the meantime. I hope you
and your families are enjoying
the start of summer.
Senator Stan Humphries f/iCath.7) represents. the 1st District includinc representing Calloway. Carlisle. Fulton, Graves.
Hickman. Lyon and Trick counties. He is the Chairman of the
Capital Planning Advisory Board
iind the Budget Review Subcommittee on Education. as well
the Vice-Chair of both the EdnMOOC. Another acronym er organization that comes to
catimt Committee UM( the State to add to your collection. Stands- - mind -when-MOOCs are menand Loin! GOVertunent 'Commit- for Massive Open Online tioned.
tee. He is a member of the Course. Translation: Free,
"Learn. Think. Do" is the
Apprtepriatitons and Revenue online courses taught by experts Udacity mantra. The website
Committee and the Acriculture in their fields, featuring pro- promises participants that its
.
Committee.
--tessors from the nation's most free interactive college classes
elite institutions of higher learn- will pave the way to the future..
"We offer accessible, affording.
If this sounds like some - able, engaging classes that any ar
random. sci-fi daydream. think one can take,anytime." the copy
again. University of Kentucky' claims.
With Udacity as the platform.
recently signed on the dotted
Stanford UniversiCalifornia's
partnership
a
to
agreeing
line,
with Coursera, a Silicon Val- ty offered an online course last
ley-based provider of MOOCs. winter. Building a Search
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040. Murray, Ky.
.Engine, taught by two prcmiiAnd UK is not alone: nine
42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927. or e-mailed to ediother public university systems nent computer scientists tor@ murrayledger.corn.
have contracts with Coursera Sebastian Thrun, a Stanford
to offer students enrolled at research professor and Goo*
•Letters mailed or taxed must be signed and have
multiple campuses courses for fellow, and David Evans. a
address and phone number for verification purposes.
professor on leave from Unicredit.
E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone
Besides the University of versity of Virginia.
number.
Once registration- for the
Kentucky. Coursera's new parton Jan. 23.
ners include the public univer- course opened
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
students
90.000
than
more
TenYork.
New
of
sity systems
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
nessee, Colorado. Houston, enrolled. This spring Stanford
typed or legible.
Nebraska. New. Mexico, Geor- pros ided 13 open courses
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
gia. West Virginia and the Ten- appealing to a world-wide audience. The 23,000 who comnessee Board of Regents.
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style.
pleted the Artificial Intelligence
Coursera
the
to
According
spelling. grammar. libel, good taste and frequent conbiog. the agreements with the course successfully received a
tributors to the Forum page.
ten systems of higher learning PDF showing their percentile
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponfocus on. "Using MOOC tech- scores. The Stanford seal, hownology and content to improve ever. was not featured on the
sors. businesses or individuals by name, except those
•
completion. quality, and access certificate.'
directed toward the community as a whole. will not be
provost. John
Stanford
to higher education, both across
accepted.
the schools' combined audi- Etchemendy. explains that the
ences •of approximately 1.25 process is in the experimental
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
million physically enrolled stu- phase, with future direction
&
Ledger
the
of
that
necessarily
the writer and not
dents and among Coursera's still being formulated. "Our
Times staff.
global classroom of learners." business is education." he sold.
Coursera is not the only "I'm all in favor of supportfor-profit pioneering MOOCs as ing anything that can help edua tool for democratizing high- cate more people around the
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not er education. Udacity is anoth-. world. But there are issues to

FRANKFORT - In general.
the most visible work of the
state legislature is during our
regular session. but committees
continue to meet over the summer and fall. This time is used
for Interim Joint Committees.
formed from the standing committees of both houses. to undertake in-depth studies of new
issues and to monitor the progress
of newly enacted laws.
' I am a member of the following Interim Joint Committees:
Agriculture: Appropriations and
Revenue: Education: Elections.
Constitutional Amendments and
Intergovernmental Affairs Task
Foe:-Local Government: and
State Government. I am the CoChair the follow ing Interim Joint
Budget Rev ley. Subcommittees:
Postsecondary Education and Priu,
niary and Secondary Education.
During the interim. the Statutory. Committees also will continue to meet. As Chair of the
Capital Planning Advisory Board.
I am responsible for planning
the agenda and overseeing the
flow of each meeting. This board.
comprised 'of It) members representing all three branches of
go • ernment. is required by statute
to crate a six-year comprehensive statewide capital improvement plan.encompassing all state
agencies and universities._ Wg
are working diligently to develop the plan for submission to
the Governor, the Chief Justice
and the Legislative Research

MOOCs
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LETTERS POLICY

necesSarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.

Oat -

consider,
copyright questo
tions
it
what
might mean
our
for
Accreditation if we
provide
some off icredenMain Street
tial
these cours- B y Constance
Alexander
es. branded
Stan_ Ledger & Times
as
Columnist
ford."
Eli Capilouto. President of UK. envisions the university 's work with Coursera
to enhance preparedness of high
school students for college level
courses. Accordingly. UK's
Department of Chemistry is
designing a course for high
school students that can be
used to determine participants'
probable performance on AP
or other placement exams, thus
saving tuition dollars and lowering costs.
In school districts that do
not provide AP level Chemistry' courses. the MOOC curriculum offered by UK will
be the equivalent in terms of
pros iding common core standards that are being adopted
across the Commonwealth.
The opportunities offered by
MOOCs are exciting. Not only
is instruction provided by
world-class professionals. the
price tag is unbeatable. The
burden is on the student, how-

ALS

ever, and those who sign up
noth;!.
the.. dift away ..,..D11
fully
participate
who
Those
ing.
benefit from the learning that
pccurs and, in some cases. can
$ctually earn credit..
Althoulh the trend toward
MOOCs is clear, the response
of academics is less than effusive. In a poll last year conducted by "Inside Higher Ed"
and Babson Survey Research
Group. 58 percent of professors said ,they were more afraid
of online learning than excited by it. Two-thirds said learning resulting from .web courses was inferior when compared
to live instruction, but the more
experience instructors had
teaching online, the more positive they felt about it.
MOOC. chatter abounds in
higher ed. circles, so it is likely that I won't be long before
there is a MOOC on the horizon.
An article from "The
Atlantic" called N100C's "The
Single Most Important Experiment in Higher Education."
The text. by Jordan Weissman.
is online at http:•. • ww w themlantic.com/businessiprint.'2012
07
A NY Times article on
the subject by Tamar Lew in
at
located
is
2012
.comi
hilly
.nytimes
05:educationimoocs.
Read Main Street online at
wwwinurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constantvalexanderCutwc AVM.
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. Imagination
Perhaps one of the. greatest
attributes of good teaching is
imagination. At least. I look
back at the teachers who have
influenced my life, and each of
them exhibited great imagination in the classroom. They all
imagined new ways to present
material to students.They imagined new ways to excite students about learning.
The title of one chapter in
"The Elements of Teaching" by
James M. Banner,Jr. and Harold
C. Cannon is "Imagination."
The authors consider imagination in the classroom in several
different ways. First of all,
teachers imagine how interesting subjects could be *if taught
with imagination.
According to Banner and
Cannon, "this is what William
James had in mind in his valuable "Talks to Teachers." "In
teaching. you must simply work
your pupil into such a state of
interest in what you are going to
teach him," he wrote, "that
every other subject of attention
is banished from his mind; then
reveal it to him so impressively
that he will remember the occa-

sion to this dying day: and finally fill him with devouring
curiosity to know. what the next
steps in connection with the
subject are."
"Imagination." Banner and
Cannon write,"is also the quality that allows teachers to tackle
subject matter in novel and
attractive ways." These writers
admit that "in some respects.
there is no such thing as
'unimaginative teaching.' The
term is an oxymoron: the simple
act of teaching always involves
a stretching of the mind into a
fresh state of awareness."
Or as Shakespeare put it in "A.
Midsummer Night's Dream."
"Imagination bodies forth the
forms of things unknown." And
because the unknown is often
frightening to students, "teachers must present what students
do not yet know in attractive
and positive forms." In short.
teachers "must convince students that they can master new
subject matter, play with new
knowledge,and create their own
understanding of the world."
"Such confidence, which is
founded on a teacher's own

experience
and knowledge,"
Banner and
Canno ii
write, "is
infectious
when imagi n a lion
works to
make it so."
Teachers Home and
Away
must imagBy James
what
ine
Duane Bolin
the acquisiLedger & Times
tion of new.
Columnist
knowledge
will mean
for them. How will it change
them? How will it change those
around them? In what ways will
students use the new knowledge
they gain in the classroom to
change the world'?
Such imaginative teaching
takes time, time to think and
time to plan. In fact, teachers
using imagination in the classroom give to their students the
gift of time.
Banner and Cannon give the
example of one teacher who
"was held throughout the cam-

pus in great respect because
'his) methods indicated to others that he was putting additional time and effort into his teaching."
There is yet another way. that
imagination is necessary for
teachers. What can we imagine
our students to be'? After they
have left the hallowed halls of
the elementary school, the middle school, the high school. the
college. what will they make of
themselves'? Imagine that: That
quiet tow-headed boy in my
wife's finirth grade class, who
became the CEO of the helicopter di'. ision Of Rolls-Royce: that
ever-polite young man with an
unquenchable thirst for knowledge who became the Vice
President for Academic Affairs
and Academic Dean at a fine
college: that flawless writer
who, although she never spoke
up in class, became the bureau
chief in the Middle East for a
major newspaper. Just imagine
that.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him atjholin0murraystate.edu.
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Active Parenting classes to be offered

A series of Acthe Parenting Now classes focusing on the parenting of teens and tweens will begin June 11 and continue for six
weeks. Classes will be held Tuesdays. June II. 18. 25 and July 2.
16. and 23. from 5:30-8 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension
Office. A meal will be pros ided each evening. A one-time tee of
$35 per person or $45 per couple will be due at the first class at 5:15
p.m. No childcare will be offered. To register call 753-1452.

SBDM council to meet
The Calloway County Nliddle School Site-Based Decision
Making Council w ill hold a special called meeting Tuesday. June
II, at 9 a.m. in. the school's library 'media center. The meeting is
open to the public.

Ignite the Light conference to be held
Hats est Land Ministries International will hold the Ignite the
Light Conferenceltine 13-15 as the kickoff for Harvest Land City
Gate. Apostle Clay Nash and his ministry team from The CityGate
at Southa% en.
will be the featured guests. Nash and his team
will minister Friday and Saturday. June 13 and 14. at 7 p.m. and
Saturday at 10 a.m. Har‘est Land City Gate is located on the corner of Plainview Dri‘e and Doran Road at 1714 Plainview Drive.
Murra% *lite public is in% ited to attend. For more information contact Michael Richardson at (2701 293-5687.

ALS support group to meet
1 he U.S Lou tiehrig's Disease) Support Group• wilt mee
Thurs'clay. June 13. at 6 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Dr. Edward Kasarskis.
medical director of the Al.S Certified Center at the University of
Kentucky. will be the guest speaker. Kathie Vanderpool, RN. BS,.
CCRP. Clinical Research Nurse. will also be attending. For m(ite
information contact Mitzi Cathey at (270) 293-1748.

Dance to be held
A line dance will be held at the American Legion,330 Bee Creek
Drive, every second and fourth Wednesday night. A dance refresher begins at 6:30 p.m. and the dance is from 7-9 p.m. Admission is
$5. The public is invited to attend.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday.June 13.
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N. For
More information call Flenoy Barrow at (270)978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet .
Ladies VFW Post 6291 w tir hold its monthly meeting Thursday.
June 13. at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwf 121
N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
'p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday.. June 13. at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ. NItItTity Meetings are open to the piablic and interested
boaters are invited to attend. For more information call Sylvia
Canon at 753-4934.
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Veterans assistance available
vet,.,:iits and their families v. ill be pros ided free counseling and
assistance in filing claims for federal and state benefits.
Appointments are available Thursday. June .13. at the Paducah VA
Clinic, located at 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To make an appointment % isit the clinic or call 127M 444-8465.

CPR,Lay Responder classes offered

et online at
.com. Condirectly at
•@ 151,4.40??!.

CPR and Lay Responder classes are offered monthly through the
Calloway County Chapter. For upcoming dates and to register for'a
class, visit www.redcross.orgitakeaclass.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O.
Box 8. Hazel, KY 42049.
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'lite Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Wednesday. June 12,
at 11:15 a.m. at the Bailey Pavilion at the park
for a potluck lunch. Tab Brockman will be the
speaker. All members are encouraged to attend.
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a Gift.
HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
270-753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Remember Father's Day
I

* Wind Chimes * Benches
* Outdoor Clocks * Gift Cards
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Special to the Ledger
The third annual Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare
Golf Classic will be held Thursday. Aug. 29. at Oaks Country Club
and will feature a four-person scramble format:
Proceeds from the tournament will go toward the construction of
a Residential Hospice House on Hwy.94 W. and Robertson Road.
As fundraising nears completion for the project. Keith Travis, Vice
President of Development,says every dollar counts toward making
the house a reality.
The event, sponsored by David Taylor Chrysler Dodge Jeep in
Murray. begins at 11:30 a.m. with sign-in, a silent auction and
lunch. At 1:15 p.m., the tournament will begin with a shotgun start.
A morning session may be added.
A catered lunch,sponsored by PHI Air Medical, is provided with
registration, along with a goodie bag, range balls and a Nike tournament shirt. Golf cart rentals are available if needed for $14.
Mulligans. skirts and throws are mailable in a package for $15.Oncourse contests will include longest drive and closest to the pin.
Cash prizes will be awarded to the following finishers: first place.
$500. fifth place. $400, 10th place. $300. 15th place. $2(X) and last
place. $100.
A-four-person team is $250 and 'registration forms are available
.online at www.XlCCHEndowment.org or by calling (270) 7621908. Pre-registration is required. Hole sponsorships for $100 are
also available.
The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare supports
Parrish and Sehhen
MCCH and the commutlity through numerous philanthropic 41)0rMr. and Mrs. L.B. Parrish. ot Nlurray. announce the engagement - tunnies
such as construction of a Residential Hospice House, purof their daughter. Mitzi .Ann Parrish to Man Christopher Sebben. chase
of new, state-of-the-art medical equipment and more. For
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Sebben. of Molme.III.
more intbrmation visit www.MCCHEndowment.org.
Miss Parrish graduated from Murray High School in 1998 and
attended Murray State Unhersity She is employed by Hickory
Woods Senior living Community in Murray.
Mr. Sebben is a graduate of Rock Island Senior Iligh School and
a graduate of Blackhauk College with an associate degree in busiSpel•al to the Ledger
ness. where he also played baseball. Ile was a co-owner of "At the
The Calloway County Public Library will present a writer's
isTung Wdl- in .-Suoira and is currently employed at Wal-Man
workshop Saturday. June 15. from 10-11:30 a.m. in the library'
Supercenter in Nloline.
meeting room.
The bride-elect is the mother of Anna Marie Pogue and Emma
The workshop will be taught by Laura Anne Ewald and will feaKate Pogue. The groom-elect is the father of 'Ire'. or Alan Sebben
ture information on how to use Amazon's CreateSpace and Kindle,
other publishing options. local writer's groups, and other informaand Alexis Nadine Sebben.
..The wedding w ill take place at 6 p.m. on Saturday. June 15.2013. tion regarding writing and publishing.
Ewald is a former librarian turned freelance writer, editor and
at Hickory Woods Senior Ii'. ing Community.. A reception will follow at the George Weaks Community Center. All family and friends
indexer. She holds degrees in classical studies, drama, library science and organizational communication.
are invited to attend
CCPL's Sandy Linn stated,"People often request- information on
how. to not only' begin writing but also how to publish their work.
Laura, a talented writer in her own right, can help them get started.The workshop is free of charge. but registration is required. For
Special to the Ledger
more information or to register contact Sand) Linn at 753-2288 or
EVANSVILLE. Ind - In association with Drum Corps
sandy.linn(0 callowaycountylibrary.org.
International. F. J. Reitz Instrumental Music Boosters will bring
"Drums on the Ohio.- a competition featuring six world-class corps.
to the Reitz Bowl Wednesda%. June 26.1 he school is located at 350
Dreier, Bhd.. Es an'.'. ille.
Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
Show- co-chair Bryce Runner said the show aims to provide musical education and entertainment. as well as to be a source of pride
Can we really trust the IRS with snooping in our medfor the city.
ical records along with our taxes for Obamacare?
Tickets may he purchased in athance at 5'.'.'. w.dci.org or by calling
Should we allow a sustsect government agency. the
13171 275-1212. Ticket sales are ioailable on a first-come, firstIRS. to have this enormous power over us?
ser% e basis. Ticket. sales for groups of 2(1 or more are also available.
For more information email...Kim Cates at knizcates926(0 sbcglobCOME HEAR Mr. Michael Conley, former candidate
al.net
for Calloway Co. PVA.speak on'the "Hidden Taxes in
the 2700 pages in Obamacare.- this Thurs.. June 13th.
at 6 p.m at the Main St. Library'.

CCPL to host writer's workshop

'Drums on the Ohio' set

Bellarmine announces dean's list

Special to the Ledger
Bellannine University has
named students to its dear's list
for the spring 2013 semester.
The dean's list recognizes students who earn a grade point
iherage of 3.5 or abo‘e on a 4.0
scale.
Murray residents named to the
dean's list include Patrick
Grillo. a sophomore majoring in
political science. and Nleghan
Henry. a junior majoring in secondary education. Both students
previously, Intended Murray

High School.
Bellarmine I. ii'. ersity is an
independent Catholic university
in Louisville, Ky offering more
than 50 majors. graduate degree
programs. and doctoral programs in nursing. physical therapy and education. Forbes
Magazine and the Princeton
Re% iewl rank. Bellarmine among
.America's hest colleges, and
CS. News and World Report
consistently ranks Bellarmine as
a top-tier unhersity. For more
information % s it w %Pt w.bellarmine.edu.

This is. sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of
Calloway (The Tea Party). The public is invited.

MURRAY
CALLOWAY COUNT1
FAIR SCHEDULE
P-Mon..June 10 - Fair Queen Beauty Pageant.
A.F. "Skeet- Myer Horse Show
7 p.m.
Special Appearance by the KY State Fair Bears
Ries,June 11 A.F."Skeet- Myer Horse Show & Carnival
7 p.m.

Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services
*Therapeutic Massage
*Deep Tissue Massage
911% All designed to•
*Hot Stone Massage
• suit your budget•
*PreNatal Massage
•
AND
*Sports Massage
• busy schedule!
*Chair Massage
0 IP •
*HydroMassage

Wed.,June 12 - FamTly Night
New: ATV Barrell Races - 7 p.m.
Thurs., June 13 - Mini Outlaw Lawn & Garden
Tractor Pull - 7 p.m.
t.
t. Fri.. June 14 - Demolition Derby - 7:30 p.m. 4.

r;

'Sat., June 15 - Supercross Motorcycle Race - '
6 p.m.

Visit mccfaireom for event details
GATES OPEN AT 6pm NIGHTLY
ADMISSION • $10 PER PERSON •
FOR PARKING,RIDES & EVENTS

Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

Myers International on Midway
Myersmidway.com
1710€ 1Fiy. 121 North
Murray. KY 42071

270.761.RES
theretrtatormurraixont

91*

email: centwasitynews•searrayledger.eue

Murray-Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare Golf Classic
to be held at Oaks County Club

Uinyagemen/

Fire hydrants to be flushed
The Dexter-Almo Water District will flush
fire hydrants Thursday. June 13. from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. Do not wash clothes during this time.
For more information call 753-9101. 752-0618
or 227-3498.
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
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Home Furnishings
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190
195
200
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220
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320
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360
370
380
390
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Finn Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Properly
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Livestock A Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
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440
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460
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies
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S8.50 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
Discount 3rd Run.
Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping (.uidel
$8.25 first Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
$1 IS c‘tra for ',mart ',aver(Mon (1,1,-,,inet.1, go into ',mart `saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any Submitted matter
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Legal
Notice

060
Help Wanted

KWIK Kleen
800 Coldwater Rd
270-226-1092
M-F, 8AM-4PM
-Car detailing
-Basic car washing
-Residential pressure
washing
-On-duty mechanic
Daily Specials,

pUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a public hearing in Tue . June 18, 2013 at 5:00 pm in
Council Chambers of City Hall located at 104 N
5th Street for the following: Certified Holdings49.428 acres on Ipportunity and Poor Farm Rd
requestto rezone to RI Multi-Family' Residential
The Murray Hoard of ZuturigAdiustments will hold
a public hearing on Wed June 19. 2013 at 430
p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall located
at 104 N 5th Street for the following: Rite Aid1200 Main St.- outdoor storage of merchandise
request Bootleg Lounge- 1300 N 16th- dtnii'nsii
al variance request for setback on free standing
sign Pocket's- 1000Chestnut- setback variance
request for canopy and dimensional variance
request fiir additional signage Qdoba- 618 N.
12th- parking variance request. Cellar Door Win..
& Spirits- 1320 N. 12th- outdoor storage of merchandise request
All interested persons are invited to attend If fur
t her informat..n is needed, please contort the
Murray Planning Department at 270-762-0330

Medical Biller/Coder/Charge Entry for
Purchase Cancer Group.
Experience preferred.
Please mail resume to
PO. Box 7564, Paducah, Ky. 42001
or email to
Ithompson@purchasecancergroup.com
or fax to 270-554-6549

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143

Home Health Plus is seeking immediate hire
of PRN Licensed Practical Nurse/Registered
Nurse to serve Calloway County.
Home Health experience preferred
but not required.
&OE.

Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!

Dodd Family Reunion

*New Climate Control
Available
.24.7 Surveillance
*Pest Control

All descendants of
Albert McClellan Dodd

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270 -1S3 ()1 22

Saturday June 15th 2013

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

@ Locust Grove Baptist Church
from 11:00AM - 3:00PM.
Bring a chair & your favorite dessert drinks & sandwiches will be provided

Fax resume to 270-753-4181
or email mfowler@hhpky.com

Full-time Physician, Nurse Practitioner
or Physicians Assistant
needed for growing family practice.
Qualified applicants may apply at:
1511 Donelson Pkwy., Dover, TN.
or send resume to
P.O. Box 219 Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray. KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing pnvate label
manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS(380 SHIFT)
ENTRY LEVEL PRODUCTION LINE POSITIONS
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
LINE OPERATOR TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
PLANT SERVICES/SANITATION (3RD SHIFT)

Lost and Found

OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd. South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st &-Jite 22nd
1 00P M. - 500P M
Sealed bid
5.967 acres & 2,308sq.ft home
3/4BR, 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG, screened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
WeStside Baptist Church ,
or online @ www.wbCmurray.org
(click resources then ADMIN)
270-753-8240

FOUND: small dog in
Ann
Peggy
Dr./Kirkwood Dr. area
gall to identify.
/53-0033 or 759-1087
FOUND: young silver
poodle, very friendly.
6829 641 S. or call
492-6480
060
Help Wanted

Kenlake Foods otters a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance. 401k Plan, company paid retirement.
vacation and paid holidays
Applications may be submitted online by going to
www.krogercom
Select careers/jobs at the bottom of the web page
Select Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods
Or apply through CareerBuildercorn to upload
- your resume. Search The Kroger Company.
Murray KY Jobs.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN.
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace

Murray Ledger Er Times
Make us a part
of your daily
routine...
-

and don't
miss a beat!

\Subscribe today
753-1916
"9

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center

/fOR T

MAN WO Os
EvERrrtallu

Currently has an opening for a
Registered Nurse
10pm-630am shift

get him a subscription to the

I
If interesled_MeaSe a_Pply in pe_mn

MURRAY

Together we will dedicate our efforts and

LEDGER&TRIES

performance to be the highest quality.

Home Delivery
1
Local Mail
1
$30.00
3 mo.
3
mo.
$30.00
1,1
$55.00
6 mo.
6 mo.
$55.00 1
$105.00
I yr.
$105.00 11
1 yr.
1
All Other Mail
1
Subscriptions
$75.00 1
$70.50 3 mo.
3 mo
$96.00
61190.$90.00 6 mo.
$120.00 1 yr.
1 yr
$145.00 1
Rest of KY/TN
!Puy.c.vr

A Rut han3n

Money Order

Check

4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer:
Kirks Farm Inc. - Farmington. KY.. Perform all
duties of Tobacco Production; including cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, storing. & packaging:
and other alternative work, Employment Dates:
07/25/2013 - 12/15/2013. $9.80/hr. Piece Rate
may be offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to non-commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Random drug testing
may be done after hire at the employer's
expense. Contact the Kentucky Department for
Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and reference job order KY0487858.

Visa

Drug tree facility/AAE

Local CPA Firm seeking individual
experienced in Quickbooks,
Non-profit/Governmental Auditing, and tax
preparation CPA Preferred. Competitive

1

wage; and benefits available.

1

Please send resume to

WC

Name

Equal opportunity employer

1

P.O. Box 1040-0, Murray, KY. 42071

St Address
City.

1
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

BOOT.Leg Lounge
1300 N. 16th St.
Will take applications
for Cooks, Servers, &
Bar Tenders. 6/10-6/14
2pm-5pm at the
Lounge location. See
Rob or Corey for application.
DENTAL
Assistant
wanted for M-W-F
Sam-5pm. Seeking reliable & motivated team
player. Primary functions would include
operatory set-up &
breakdown sterilization
& monitoring & cleaning. Send resume to
Box
1040V
P.O.
Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn.
you will he redirected
to johnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetworkcimi
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Infinity Group
DRIVERS - Immediate
opening for 2 SE
Regional, 2 Mid West,
Assembly Workers in the Murray area
3 OTR, 1-7 on 7 off for
CDL Drivers. Home
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
every weekend with
free & physical assessment must be met.
Gret Pay & Benefits.
- Call Doug at
Send resume to jdavidOinf-grp corn
855-868-1405 or Jay at
or call 270-767-2518
855-868-2369
Immediate openings for full time

Help Wanted

Mobile Homes For Sale

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray,
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
PADUCAH Sun is currently seeking independent contractors
for the Murray area.
Monthly
estimated
profit
route
gross
$1,300.00/mo. Contact
Darren Turner
270-575-8792

1998 16x60 mobile
home 2BR, IBA, all
applrances included
Must be moved. $9,200
o.b.o. Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074
2BR. & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
3BR, 2BA mobile home
on corner. Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr.
2 lots, Red Hawk Dr
270-978-1842
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

39 inch Vizio Fl a
Sveen TV Like new
75 270-703-4224
140
Want to Buy

"ANTIQUES", gas. Oil
& soda signs. pump,
military_ Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used ail conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set_ NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Desperately needs to
buy your coins.
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains
at Trends-N-Treasures.
Appraisals.
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann
sale.
for
Slabs
(mostly
$10/bundle
Call
hardwood).
5:30-6:30
between
Weds. evening.
270-552-0158
SLABS for sale. Mostly
hardwood. $10 a bundle. Call between 5:30Wednesday
6:00
evenings.
270-522-0158
STRAW $3.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352
Treadmill $50, Cargo
carrier $15. Large sand
box $10, free queen
mattress, large tool box
potted
Free
$10.
plants. 489-2311
Appliance
-1;
Like new, clean Amana
dryer.
&
washer
$425/ea. One lady
owner. Moving- must
sell. 270-559-9080
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 12th St

(270)753-1713

TYE hardland seed
drill. Large and small
seed boxes 3 point
hook up good condition. $2,000 00
270-227-4018

1E131
Mobile Mews For Sale
Owner Finance"
4BR, 2BA $4,950
down $695/mo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
2009 Clayton 16x80,
vinly siding, 3BR, 2BA
NICE 270-489-2525

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments.
locations.
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 _OR _2bi_a_M near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR apt 3 blocks from
MSU. Elect/water furnished. $395/mo.
752-1178
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$270/mo. 767-9037
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, 1BA Townhouse.
W/D included. Starting
at $500. Please call
753-7559
Calloway ;ardens
Essex DtMns
Apartments
I BR (rum$345
214K from $576 e
276-753-11556
1505 Duieuid Dr,
11)1) I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

cr

Equal opportunity

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 voushers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94
(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924
360
Storage Rentals

460
Homes For Sale

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

4BR. 3BA. 2.500 sq ft
2 acres. 2 car-garage
New hra, roof, win
dows, appliances, cabi
nets Every sq.ft. has
touched
&
been
redone Higgins Dr
121N $159,000
270-489-2250

Commerical Prop.For Rent

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

2 Auto Shops
Clean up body work
Newly painted

SBC; Real Property..

Professionals
293-7872

New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122
1,
OFFICE SPACE7001Murray.
downtown
includes
$550/mo
water/gas/electricity/tra
sh pick-up. 104 N. 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

ON golf course 3.100
sq.ft custom home built
in 2006. 4BR 2BA
office, formal dining
room, sunroom, extra
storage space, and
oversized 3 car garage
with work area.
270-759-9848

Motorcycles & ATVs
2007 Kawasaki zx6r
120k miles. Many ad(
ons. $5,900 013.0
270-227-5450
Used Cars

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
,(270)436-2858.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Shih-tzu
puppies
Male/female,
CKC
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

We Finance

2004 Ford Taurus SE.
Runs
good.
194,000/miles. Needs
new tires, one powerwindow motor, and a
thorough
cleaning.
$1.200 270-759-2276
2000 black BMW.328ci
2dr coupe. garage
kept,
75k original
miles. $10.000.00
270-556-3576
530
Services Offered

Hoi

Murras ledger gr limes Fair
llourang Art Notice
All real estate adterlewil hcrein

4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood. Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 28R rental
house. 641 south. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156
360
Skop Rentals
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A5F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

For bother auirstante is th Ian
liotrang Ad%ertt•ing O.11111,1
molts, contact NAA ounsel
Rene P si1ilain,1711-11h4s- 001

StorageEastside
HWY 94 East- 10'x33'
storage units.
270-519-5588

011111• INNEN
I.P.Perf.eor•

G&C.
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
r.,eit (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 1 21S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

460
Homes For Sale

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectnc.com
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

HAP!"

This Is
1)01111 Ic
cisc rot
might
lite the
on youi
new

The St
Posit i%

ARIES
****
might c
high en
friend c
it's Frid
TAURI
***
priority.
takes c
large rc
Your tr.

GEMIN
****

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

them f
could g
prefer:
Hang 0

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
3 level brick home 2 (270) 293-8726 OR
car attaohed carport " 759-5534
barn with pasture, Chuck Van Buren
mature trees 1 mile LAWN Mowing
from Murray $136,500
Free Estimates
227-9885, 978-0270
Colby: 270-227-9027

order ti
you ani
better
LEO (J
***
you hit

1,800 sq.ft. brick. 3BR
1.5BA, 1.5 acre lot.
New hardwood floors.
1 mile north of North
Elementary. $132.500.
227-1219

CANCI
****
a finani

dger & Times
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Murray Ledger & Times

Garage & Yard Sale
Directory

INES

reriNirs\
McCUISTON

SUDOKU

R 0 OF IN

Concepts SudoKu

ficp/dc erner)r

GARAGE
SALE

;3888ir

VISA

Country Club Lane
oft 121 near National
Guard

WEDNESDAY
60 yrs of
accumulation
antique items, tools,
30 purses. glassware

Repaff

7

270-293-1924

68
9
3

Free Estimates

201

— Fri, 10 arn.
— Fri. 9 a.m.
— Mon. 9 a.m.
— Von,12 orn.
— %elm.
-- Viet 12 p.m.
--Thur 12 p.m,

_

Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

On 11A14
1

I_

111 .tgi
1
.I On• mgra

Tuesday, June II. 2013 • 7

YARD
SALE

2

1

w

...II .4.5e. 1

3 9 8 4 5 6 7 1
1 5 6 7 3 2 4 9
7 2 4 1 9 8 5 6
5 3 9 8 6 4 1 2
4 7 2 3 1 9 8 5

2
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''

Gallimore
Electrical Contactors, LLC

7
1 4
7
2

James C. Gallimere
WWW

LEN:ER& rill NIES

NET

hi II. riin I cs

(270) 759-0890

753-1916

5

**

acre

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Sean/Mil TO THE MURRAY LEDGER X TIMES TODAY/ 753-19/6

3) 767-9924

270-293-4256
if you've got it, we can store it

Real Property
rofessionals
293-7872

AUTO

Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

[

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
Whitnell Ave.

TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

TERMS ON PERSONAL PROPERTY. Full Settlement day of sale with Cash or Check NO Debit or Credit Cards NO BUYER'S
PREMIUM All announcements made day of sale take precedence over any previous advertisements

AUCTION CONDUCTED BY:
STEVEN J. BUNCH Auctioneer - ROY BUNCH Auctioneer RE Broker

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
P 0 Box 175
44. REALTY, INC..
Wingo, KY 42088

Phone:(270) 376-2992

TN LIC. # 2094

Fax:(270) 376-299,7/

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
'Small Landscapes etc.
*Leal Removal
*Mowing •Residentlai
-Edging •Conunerciat
4Aselching insured
.Pruning 4..toensed

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

270-227-0906

1 Electric

Since I9N6
esidential &
:ommercial
nsed & Insured
!jobs - big or
small

53-9562
hilk'k'L In. coin

5141 A-AFFORDE Hauling Clean
garages gutters
& tree work
_amb's
tsslonal Tree
Ice Insured
TREE (8733)

Carpentry and
lyman service 25
; experience Call
for free estimate
226-5576

LIANCE REPAIR
VICE 8 PARTS
) 293-8726 OR
5534
:k Van Buren

N Mowing
Estimates
y 270-227-9027

The Stars Show the kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Let your wilder ideas float up into your consciousness. You
might choose to jot them down, but share only one or two. Use your
high energy and business acumen to push a project forward. A new
friend or potential suitor could enter your life. Tonight: Pretend that
it's Fridayl
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to revise your plans. A domestic matter takes
priority, which could result in additional spending, Listen to different
takes on the issue before making a decision, Costs could play a
large role in your choice, but just go with your sixth sense. Tonight
Your treat.
(May 21-June 20)
**** Recognize your goals, and make a plan for how to achieve
them. Remain sensitive to an unpredictable friend, as he or she
could give you some powerful feedback. Listen, even if you would
prefer not to. Both of you have the same interests in mind Tonight
Hang out.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Listen to forthcoming news that has the potential to change
financial issue. Your intuition will tell you what you need to do in
order to maximize the situation. Honor what is going on between
you and a boss or an older relative. Tonight It lust gets better and
better.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might not realize how much you can accomplish when
you hit your power days. A fnend could push you to act on some-

GEMINI

Or.

YEARRY S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562
227-0267

(270)759-0501
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
1,iiteiral II me tut MI
*Addition,.
•Kitt•hetts
Bathe•ate%
*Decks
qnsurance Work
e ensed & Insured
(270) 226-5444
YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Septic Needs
'intonation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for 11ednesda:$. June 12. 2013:
This year you experience your share.i.ot Ups and downs. Make it a
point to lake good care iii rourself. Stay active and follow an exercise routine. Share youi leelings more often. II y.ou are single. you
might go,froni being alone one minute to meeting the Illoisof your
life the IlleM! You are likely 10 mccl S0111C01114: whim of ten puts a smile
you are attached. the two of you could develop a
on your face.
Count on LEO for tun and laughter.
n)gether,
'ley%

Zach 270-873-7701)
David 270-227-110E,
AN Shingles Hand Nailed

40 yrs. experience

0
Services Offered
OUR AD
OULD BE
ERE FOR
LY $75.00
MONTH
LL 753.1916

Over 28 Years
Experience

-Asphalt Installation
-Seal coating &
striping

(270)978-4591
Tractor & Dozer Work
Dirt work, Hauling,
Bush hogging, Top soil.
Garden tilling.
Driveways, White rock,
Mulching, etc

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insurec'
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(27U) 474-0323

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

12.711r 19.1-8-0411

pi,kups
• u.eekh
ov.tied/operated
• lot
759-1151 • 293-27/13
293-27)14

Also Selling Pocket Knives, Mag lite, Etc. Make plans to attend this fine
Display of quality items to be sold Absolute regardless of price!!

Joe Bunch, Apprentice Auctioneer
Steven Henderson. Apprentice Auctioneer
Lori Bunch, Office Manager
Website: bunchbrosauctionrealty.com

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Push Mower; Weed Eater; Murray Bicycle; Grinder; Drill; Garden Tools;
Extension Cords; Cleaning Supplies; Garden Hose;Step Ladder; Shop
Vac

Ford Taurus SE
good
)00/miles Needs
tires, one power.
)w motor, and a
ugh
cleaning
)0 270-759-2276
black BMW 328ci
coupe, garage
75k original
$10.000.00
556-3576

Inolr.LOWAAlv
(::17
111

(270)489-2839

MOWER,LAWN & GARDEN

dMOtOrSaleS COM
270-753-4461

Greg Mansfield

FUTRELL'S

GLASSWARE MISC.

e Finance

DRYWALL & pairitMg
no lob too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at
270-293-0476

753-3853

Pair of Dresser Lamps; Pair of Table Lamps; Rose Pictures;Corningware
Casserole Dishes; Red Handled Utensils; Flatware; Silver Tea Set

OLLAND
TOR SALES

270-873-9916

MINI
STORAGE
Illtudi
Oil!! I 1
All Size Units

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

Kawasaki zx6r
miles Many adk
$5,900 0 B 0
?27-5450

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

270-753-2905

812

Queen Size Bedroom Suite, w/Dresser & Chest; Sansui Flat Screen TV;
Sofa; Chairs;Twin Bunk Beds; Coffee & End Tables; Oak Table; Wing
Back Chair; Dresser w/Mirror; Washer & Dryer; Table & 6 Chairs; Sofa
Table; O'Reck X-tended Life XL Vacuum; Refrigerator; 30" Stove;
Bar Stools

otorcycles & ATV's

Ky Lake
Remodeling

All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

1994 Buick Park Avenue, Leather Interior, w/187,000 Miles

polf course 3.100
:.- .,ustom.home built
006 48R 2BA
formal dining
, sunroom. extra
ge space, and
.ized 3 car garage
gork area
'59-9848

270-293-4020

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

Selling a very well maintained 3 Bedroom home, w12 Baths. Garage & Utility Room,
Kitchen, Dining Room, & large Living Room SUPER LOCATION! Close to Murray
& Mayfield!!
Terms on Real Estate: 20% Down day of sale. Balance due with delivery of deed
Within 30 days of-Auction. Property sells Absolute to the Highest t3idder 2013
Taxes prorated. Possession at Closing.

Free estimate.
Call Kevin at

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

LOCATION: 188 Bendefield Rd, Farmington, KY. Just across the Graves Co. Line
in Call.Rway Co. off Hwy 121. From Mayfield take Hwy 121 to Bendefield Rd.
From Murray take 121 to Bendefield Rd Watch for Signs!!

New 2-4
mom homes in
!rfield Estates.

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE

For all your storage convenience
Choose lrom our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity. arid 24/7 Surveillance

THURSDAY, JUNE 13TH, 2013 AT 4:00 P.M.

38A. 2.500 sq ft
es. 2 car garage
hela, roof, win, appliances, cab,'
Every sq ft has
&
toothed
'le Higgins Dr
$159.000
189-2250

Fusing. Se:limiting
& Hauling
TONI' THAN IS

GARLAND
RENTAL

ESTATE
AUCTIO

spec home.
in Rd. &
de-sac)
)4

3
7

9 4 7 6 8 5 2 3 1
6 1 5 2 7 3 9 8 4
2 8 3 9 4 1 6 7 5
•

3
76

4

5

ladestrIal/Csomercial/Ilesideatial
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1

2
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6
5 2 7 3 4 9

8 6 1

Wib
in thea,Classifieds.

Answer to previous puzzle

8

4

•
.•.

5
94

4

1

• 1

Sudoku 5 a number placing puzzle based on a 9r9 grid .vith
several given numbers The oblect is to place the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each whine, arid cartl
3x3 Ix.i contains the same number only once The ddircutty
or the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

thing that is very important to you Recognize your limits You'll
want to approach a personal matter differently Tonight Whatever
knocks your socks off
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Try not to push yourself too hard If you suddenly find that
your feelings are hurt, stop and detach You could be emotionally
vulnerable Postpone thinking about this matter Perhaps at a different time, the same actions will get a different reaction Tonight Get
some R and R
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Be spontaneous. especially when dealing with matters
involving friends You might get a new perspective because of what
an associate says Once you identify or understand someone's
viewpoint. you can go along with his or her ideas more easily
Tonight Zero in on a goal.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to lighten up about a situation involving a
boss or someone else you must answer to An associate or close
friend might be able to tap into this person's mindset far better than
you can Adjust your plans when a responsibility appears Tonight
In the limelight
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your perspective is constantly evolving, which allows for
more neutrality, however, it does not deter your impulsiveness A
partner or loved one keeps pushing you very hard Be smart, and
let this person's attempts wash right over you Tonight The only
answer is "yes."
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal directly with matters involving business, money or
feelings You cannot imagine how much your complete attention
means to others, but know that your energy might be a little overwhelming An unexpected development could shake you up
Tonight: Call a friend
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others seek you out, and you might have some difficulty
juggling all the different demands that land on your shoulders A
child or new love interest could be on the verge of throwing a
tantrum if he or she doesn't get what he or she wants Tonight
Among the crowds
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be easily irritated, and that frustration might come

AQUARIUS

out in your interactions with those who are close to you Take a
deep breath Indulge yourself. and buy a new item or two for your
wardrobe. Consider taking a walk if that's what it takes Tonight
Run an errand or two
BORN TODAY
Former U.S. president George H W. Bush (1924), actor Rick
Hoffman (1970), actor Jim Nabors (1930)
•••

•

Pa%

101,

the
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Bigar
is
Jacqueline
www.jacquelinebigar.com.
*

•

•

Internet

•

at

•
•
•

•

POPT A PET •

•

•

TIMBER:

SKITTLES:

•

Black Labrador Retriever
mix, adult, male

Calico, female. ten
weeks old

•

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

•

For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
•

•

Murray Ledger & Times
COMICS/ FEATURES
Widow of drug abuser fears 'Mindful eating' teaches you
to stop before you overeat
her brother will follow suit

8•'Tuesday,June 11, 2013

Wide.Back
Teo years ago
Jason Bright. of Murray.
received a bachelor's degree in
biology from Centre College in
Danville during the recent
Commencement exercises.
Bruce Ottway and his son.
Chase. from Ottway Signs were
pictured hanging the new signs
at the entrance to the MurrayCalloway County Central Park.
New Beginnings Center held a
graduation
ceremony.
Participants
Nicolas
were
Hawkins.
Brian
Wilhelm,
William Washer, Payton Allison.
Layken
Beard,
Jasmine
Smothers. Hope Broadway. Lily
Ramey and Kay lee McMillen.
Leigh Anne Deparle. of
Murray, was named Outstanding
Senior in Animal Health
Technology at Murray State
University 's 2003 Alpha Zeta
spring banquet.
Twenty years ago
Area youngsters pictured at the
Junior Storycrafters Workshop
were Ellen Gingles. Shannon
K ipphut• , Nathan
McCoy.
Michael Frawley and Drew
Fielder.
Mr. and Mrs, Ed Hamm of
Murray observed their 60th wedding anniversary with a small
family gathering on June 10.
California Connection members met to plan their annual picnic. Pictured were committee
members Ginger G(xxiell, Sara
Fineman. Ruth Oney. Pat Minna
and Barbara Tompkins.
Six local students named to the
Uni( ersity of Kentucky dean's
list were John .Dtiv id Dailey.
Lorie'Shay Drawbridge. Joanna
C. Gibbs. Gina R. Harris.
Catherine Squifflet Hurt and
Melanie Blair Julian.
Thirty years ago
Donna G. Herndon. director of
Alumni Affairs at Murray State
University. represented MSU at
the Council for Advancement

and Support of Education
Annual Assembly at San Diego.
DEAR ABBY: I have read
Calif., June 19-23.
your column for a., long as I can
New officers elected at the
Hazel Alumni banquet were remember. My husband died from
a drug overdose. and I am a
Adolphus Denham. William
witkiw at 32. He was a good man
Adams. Cahrlene Norsworthy
before the drugs, but he wouldand Ella Tidwell.
n't stop and I was helpless to
Forty years ago
intervene. I am now raising our
Three members of the Murray
two sons alone.
Civitan Club attending the
My probDistrict
Civitan
Kentucky
lem is my
Leadership Training Academy
is
brother
on June 8 and 9 included Wayne
headed down
Williams, Coffield Vance and
the
same
Nick Horton.
road, and I
don't know
The Captain Wendell Oury
how to help
Chapter of the Daughters of the
him. I don't
American Revolution met at the
have
the
home of Mrs. Hess Crossland.
to
money
Mrs. John Livesay reported that
Dear Abby send him to
Laura Whayne received the
rehab. and he
Outstanding Silver Star award on
doesn't think
By Abigail
April 26 at the ROT(' President's
he has a probVan Buren
Review.
lem. He has
Mrs. James E. (Mary) lost his job. has no vehicle and
Hamilton. of Murray. won first
is losing what friends he has left.
place for three arrangements and
I don't want to turn my back
second place for one arrange- • on him or lose him the way I
inent in the artistic division of lost my husband. I know he needs
the Paris-Henry County'. Rose rehab or therapy. but with the
Society show held Sunday. June „lack of funds I don't know where
3. at the W.G. Rhea School to turn. Furthermore, how do I
explain this to my 9- and 10Cafeteria.
year-old sons*? The most influenGround beef was ad%ertised at
tial man in their life is setting a
89 cents per pound.
terrible example. -- CAN'T TURN
Fifty years ago
AWAY FROM MY BROTHER
Calloway County missed the
DEAR CAN'T TURN AWAY:
brunt of a windstorm last night.
It seeing your husband die kohl
although some trees were
an overdose VI asn't enough to conuprooted and a large number of
since your brother it was time to
blown
trees.
limbs were
from
get into a substance abuse proSixty years ago
gram, then nothing you can do
Births repotted included a girl
w ill 1-here are two things that
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Houston
are more important in your life
on May 31: a boy to- Mr. and
than he is. and those are your
Mrs. Maxie Puckett on June 3: a two sons. A narcotics addict
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beak destroying his life is a very poor
on June 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. role model.
Your boys are old enough to
Newel Hopkins on June 7: a girl
know how dangerous drugs are
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lockhart
on June 6: and a girl to Mr. and and that they causeg the premature death of their father. Do not
Mrs. Ed Fenton on June 9.
permit them to be In the pres-

ence of anyone who is abusing
drugs and spiraling downward, or
they will grow into adolescence
thinking it is normal. Your brother is the only person who can
help himself get back on his feet.
no matter how much you might
wish it were otherwise.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I recent!
ly heard someone discuss "mindful eating" as a weight-loss strategy. Could that help me lose
weight?
DEAR READER: Does this
sound familiar? You're at your
computer, facing a wall of emails.
111.0.4.111
After composing a reply. you hit
"send" and
DEAR ABBY: I don't underreach for the
stand divorced women and the
bulging
restrictions they put ,on their exes
turkey wrap
about what they can and can't do
on your desk,
with their children. ("You can't
and then the
let him go to the pool party; he
bag of chips,
might drown", "She can't visit
washed down
with your mother; she has a cat":
by a • soda
"Don't make him rake leaves:
(sugar-free. or
that's YOUR job!) Instead, they
not). You conshould be grateful these fathers
tinue to eat,
are active parts of their children's
Dr. Komaroff chewing
lives. Too many fathers simply
By
while glancwalk away. Unless the dad is
Dr.
Anthony
ing
at the
actively harming the child, they.
screen. Before
Komaroff
have no right to dictate what their
you know it,
ex does with his kids on his time.
Remember, ladies, you made., you've finished lunch without even
noticing it. That's not mindful
a baby with him. He is their dad
eating.
and he has every right to parent
Mindful eating is a slower,
as he sees fit, even if it differs
more thoughtful way of eating.
from your own philosophy. And
Its based on the Buddhist condads, don't let your ex try to tell
cept
of mindfulness. which
you that you are a bad parent
involves being fully aware of
because you let your_ kid go roller
what is happening within and
skating and she broke her arm.
around you at the moment. A
It is not your hat. Things like
small yet growing body of research
that happen all the time, even to
suggests that mindful eating could
kids whose parents are still togethhelp with weight problems and
er. So stand up for your right to
aid people in making more healthbe a real dad! -- (INSYMPAful food choices.
THETIC MOM IN PENNSYLApplied to eating, mindfulness
VANIA
includes noticing the colors.
DEAR MOM: It I were-you. smells, flavors
and textures of
I'd keep my head down and not
food. It involves chewing slowget caught in the crossfire. It's
ly "-and getting rid of distractions
not that you lack sympathy, but
such as TV or reading -- or email.
you obviously don't relate to the
Mindfulness helps you recogwomen you hear complain. While
nize the difference between eatsome of them may seem controling because you're hungry and
lingtor hyper-protective.others may
eating because you're sad or bored.
have valid concerns about their
It introduces a "moment of choice"
children's safety while they're with
between the urge to eat and actuDad.
ally eating. It gives you the chance
••••••
to ask yourself,"Am I really hungry'?" and to make the decision

Today In History
nati Reds to. a 3-0 v•ictory over
the Boston Bees.
In 1962, three prisoners at
Alcatraz in San Francisco Bay
staged an escape. leaving the island
on a makeshift raft, they were never
found or heard from again.
In 1971. the year-and-a-halflong occupation of Alcatraz Island
in San Francisco Bay by American Indian activists ended as 'federal officers evicted the remaining protesters.
In 1977. Seattle Slew won the
Belmont Stakes, capturing the
Triple Crown.

In 1770. Captain James Cook.
commander of the British ship
Endeavour. discovered, the Great
Barrier Reef off Australia by running onto it.
In 1776. the Continental Congress formed a Committee to draft
a Declaration of Independence calling for freedom from Britain.
111,1919. Sir Barton won the
Belmont Stakes, becoming horse
racing's first Triple Crown winner.
In 1938. JohnnrVander Meer
pitched the first of two consecutive no-hitters as he led the Cincin-

(
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HONEY, ARE YOU RIVETED TO
,T14AT MOVIE/
NOT EXACTLY,
BUT 1 AAA SORT
.4 OF GLUED TO
IT WHY'

%CAUSE IF YOU AREN1T RIVETED
TO IT, WE NEED TO DISCuSS OUR
BUDGET'
BEING SORT
"k
ea...
OF GLUED TO
, • IT IS CLOSE TO
z;;;•----- BEING RIVETED
,TO IT,
ISN'T 1T1

USED TO SPLATTER
SAUCES. IL_
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L_ CICIRD

MY UNCLE FORREST WOULD
SAY, "YOU CAN'T KNOW
SOMEONE...

UNTIL YOU'VE WALKED
A MILE IN THEIR SHOES"

HE HAD THREE HUNDRED
PAIRS WHEN THEY
C.AUGHT HIM

or"

,s

to, ie.
PE_ANUTS(go
/HAVE YOU
%EN LINOS
AROUND MERE ?
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it

wire.
THIS BOX
Be sure to stay ctitTent paying
WAS
rental fees. and if you move, notiREALLY
fy the bank with a change of
SAFE!
Dear address. — Heloise
PS.: The freezer iA a "sole"
Heloise:
I
decided
to place to keep important papers. Use
clean out my a sturdy, plastic zip bag and label
SAFETY- clearly.
by
DEP.OSIT PAINTING HINT
Heloise
Dear Heloise: I enjoy reading
BOX,
and
when I went to your daily column in the Ventuget the key. I couldn't firid it! ra County. (Calif.) Star. I read the
It's been a few years since I had "paint tray is in the bag" suggesbeen to.my safety-deposit box. It tion, which prompted sharing this
cost me $150 to have the box hint:
In many cases when painting.
rekeyed! The sad part is, there
really wasn't anything important a second coat is required, or a
in the box! — Gable in New York larger project may extend ovel: a
few days. My. hint is to place wet
City
Oh my. .rikes and ouch! A lit- brushes and rollers in a welltle "favt- key can cause havoc sealed, zippered plastic . bag
and cost macho! Whets You have between uses, and store them in
time. go through all the key‘ in a separate area of the refrigerayour household. Key.% that don't tor. This eliminates the messy and
belong to anything .rou have any- time-consuming need to clean
more (or you aren't sure about) brushes/rollers. This hint has always
can be pat On the "old keys" ring worked well for me! — Greg
Kennedy. Oxnard, Calif.
or recycled.
Thanks for the hint. Be sure
Its also a good idea to keep
a copy of everything you have in to double-bag the brushes. and even
your •safety-deposit bay and make better than the refrigerator, keep
sure to visit at least mice a year them in the freezer. — Heloise
to go through the items. Make a WALKING ID
Dear Heloise: Here's another
"what's in the box" list to keep
at home or give to a trusted rel- hint about keeping identification
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on you, even when walking: For
those who don't have pockets. I
came up with another idea. Remember all of those free address labels
charities 'send'? I stick one where
it's visible on my clothing when
walking. and it's easily removed
before washing. — Priscilla in
Florida
FULL LOAD
Dear Heloise: It's just my husband and me it the house now,
and we don't fill up the dishwasher daily. So. I will take a
shelf out of the refrigerator, and
an extra pot and pan or something else that needs to be cleaned,
and put it in the dishwasher so I
have a full load. This saves energy. a little money and helps me
keep things clean around the house.
— Kim in Ohio
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000. San Antonio, TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or entail it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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to do something else. like reading or taking a walk, if you're
not. By slowing down your meals,
mindful eating also gives you the
opportunity to recognize that
you're full before you've overeaten.
That's particularly important.
About IS to 20 minutes after you
start to eat, your body starts to
send signals to your brain that
you're full -- but only after IS
to 20 minutes. no matter how
large the meal. And a person can
easily eat a 30M-calorie meal
in IS to 20 minutes. So deliberately making a meal go slowly,
and beidg willing to quit when
you feel full and save the leftovers, is a potent aid to weight
loss.
If you want to give mindful
eating a try. start gradually. Eat
one meal a day or,_ week in a
slower, more attentive manner.
Here are some tips that may help
you get started:
-- Set your kitchen timer for
20 minutes. Take that time to eat
a normal-sized meal.
• -- Try eating with your nondominant hand. If you're a right).
hold your fork in your left hand.
-- Ilse chopsticks if you don't
normally use them.
F.at silently for five minutes. Think about what it took
to produce that meal. from the
sun's rays to the farmer to the
grocer to the cook.
-- Take small bites and chew
well.
Eating healthy is not just about
maintaining a healthy weight. The
kind of calories, as well as the
number of calories, matter. I hope
some of these tips will help you
limit the number of calories. In
other columns, I'll describe the
healthiest calories.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Weise

By the Associated Press '
Today is Tuesday. June II. the
162nd day of 2013. There are
203 days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On June II. 1963. in one of
the most shocking images of the
Vietnam War era,a Buddhist monk.
Thich Quang Due, set himself
afire on a Saigon street to protest
the government of South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem.
On this date:
In 1509. England's King Henry
VIII married his first wife. Catherine ,,t .Aragon
E5
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U.S. OPEN

MEMPHIS GRIZZLIES

Rain
causing
problems
at Merion

Lionel Hollins out as Grizzlies coach

DOUG FERGUSON
AP Gott Writer
• ARDMORE.Pa.(API — The
most popular equipment Merion
was not a golf club but a
squeegee.
More heavy rain at the U.S.
Open flooded a bunker by the
11th green and filled fairways
with' large puddles and tiny
stream.The course was closed for
four hours during the first full day
of practice, and then shut down
for good later in the afternoon.
Brandt Jobe played three holes
when he heard a horn to stop play.
Jim Herman managed to play. one
hole. Practice rounds are important because only a dozen or so
players have ever seen this 100year-old course, which has not
hosted a U.S. Open in 32 years.
Workers were busy nmning
squeegees across the greens and
fairways during the afternoon
before another dow npour arrived.
"After the rain this looming,
it's going tri be very sloppy,. now,"
Ernie Els said. "You're not going
to see a fimi U.S. Open this year,
Em sorry. I don't care if the • 'et
helicopters flying over the fairways, its not going to dry tip.
Were going to have a soli golf
course this week — all week."
The forecast was for mostly
dry conditions Tuesday and
Wednesday.followed by a 40 percent chance of rain on Thursday
for the opening round.
Merton received more than 3
inches of rain on Friday, and
Monday's downpours — three of
them — didn't help. The
point on the East course is the.
11th hole.and a blinker'was filled
with water from an overflowing
stream.
Course superintendent Malt
Shaffer said the base sand was
left alone. Workers removed the
silt and put about three tons of
new sand in the bunker.tamped it
down and "we were ready to go.''
For now, officials were hopeful.
Shaffer said, Merion has had
two big rains,and both times I I th
green has stayed above water.
And while there were tins
streams running through fairways
and large pools of water on sections of the greens, the water
appeared to drain quickly.
"This golf course is not built
on sand, so it's got the heavier
soils," USGA executive director
Mike Davis said."But it is maybe
the best draining golf course- I
have ever seen. If you walk this
course, you know there's hardly
any flat lies at Merlon."
Merion is 6,9% yards on the
scorecard,the shortest U.S. Open
course since Shinnecock Hills in
2004. The rough is thicker than
usual compared with most recent
U.S. Opens, though soft greens
are a recipe for low scoring no
matter the golf course. •
Congressional was softened
significantly by rain, and Rory
McIlroy shattered the scoring
record at 16-under 268 for an
eight-shot win. As for the week,it

TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer

The Memphis Grizzlies have
decided to part with the winningest coach in the franchise's
history, telling Lionel Hollins
they will not be renewing his contract as head coach coming oft
their first trip to the Western
Conference finals.
Hollins confirmed Monday
night to The Associated Press that
he had been told his contract
would not he renewed. He had no
further comment.
The Commercial Appeal first
cited anonymous sources that
Hollins had been told he would
not he back as the Grizzlies' head

coach. WMC-TV in Memphis
first reported Hollins said his con.tract would not be renewed
before thanking former Grizzlies
owner Michael Heisley forgiving
him the opportunity to be heØ
coach and Memphis fans for their
support.
The Mine finally came after
Hollins attended each of the
Grizzlies' first three pre-draft
workouts, including the third session NIonday.

Hollmns contract had been set
to expire June 30. but the
Grizzlies issued a statement
Monday night say tog that Hollins
is nolonger with the organization.
Jason Lev ten chief executive
officer and managing panner of

the Grizzlies, said they decided
after talks with Hollins and his
agent to go in a different direction
and thanked the veteran coach for
his work with the franchise since
its start in Vancouver. . "Lionel,the coaching staff, the
p ers and the organization
achieved new heights this season
with our run to the Western
Conference finals and fin- that, we
are grateful." Levien said in his
statement. "The entire Grizzlies'
family wishes Lionel all the best
and great success as he moves
fin-ward in his career."
Hollins, who won an NBA
title as a player with Portland in
1977, had been with this franchise for 10 of its first 12.seasons

and was the interim head coach
first in 1999-00 when he replaced
Brian Hill after a 4-18 start in
Vancouver and again for four
games in 2004-05 after Hubie
Brown resigned. Heisley hired
Hollins after firing Marc lavaroni
in January 2009. and he is 214201 overall and 18-17 in the playofts.
His future with the team has
been unsettled since the Spurs
swept the Grizzlies in the West
finals. He led Memphis to a better
record each season, including a
franchise-best 56,26 record this
season. The Grizzlies beat first
the Clippers, then top-seeded
Oklahoma City in the playoffs.
Hollins said a day after the

Grizzlies were swept that he
wanted to stay in Memphis. But
now Hollins is expected to interview with the Clippers and the
Denver Nuggets later this week.
New ownership led by Robert
Pere. a California tech billionaire.
took over the Grizzlies in
November, and Pera put in
Levien in charge. Levien made
some changes in the front office.
bringing in former ESPN.com
writer John Hollinger as vice
president of basketball operations
and Stu Lash as director of player
personnel and basketball development in December.
But Hollins had lobbied
against trading leading scorer
-IR See GRIZZLIES, 10A

MSU WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

Racers
add
another to
2013-14
class

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times

Murray State mens basketball opened up its first mini-camp of the
summer Monday morning to a bevy of eager campers.(Top) MSU
head coach Steve Prohm goes over fist day instructions with the
campers.(Lett) Racer guard Dexter Fields helps lead the kids during a running drill. (Above) A camper shows perfect form on a
stretch called 'mountain climber' early Monday.

•See U.S. OPEN, 10A

MSU Sports Information
Women's basketball head
coach
Rob. Cross
has
announced
that
Andrea
Dickerson has chosen Murray
State as the place where she
will continue her academic and
athletic careers.
Dickerson:a 5- II guard/forward from Mt. Pulaski High
School in Mt. Pulaski, Ill., is
coming off of a strong senior
season that culminated in her
earning Illinois All-State honors.
She also helped lead the
Hiltoppers to their first-ever
championship game appearance at the Illinois High School'
Association
State
Final
Tournament this season, all
while averaging 14 points, five
rebounds, and four steals per
game.
Her excellent shooting also
contributed to her being selected as a finalist in the 3-point
competition held in conjunction with the state tournament.
Cross
On
Dickerson:
"Andrea is a great student and
quality person that has strong
feelings about representing
Murray State University after
spending time on our campus
over the past three years. She
is a high-character young lady
with a passion for the game
that has steadily improved over
her high school career. She has
spent a lot of time playing in
the post for her high school
team, but has a very good
stroke from the 3-point line and
nice skill set. We believe that
she will be able to make the
•See RACERS, 10A
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Tim Tebow may still have a
future in the NFL after all.
The New England Patriots
seem to think so and plan to sign
him on Tuesday if he passes-a
physical.
He won't be a starting quarterback, of course, with Tom
Brady on hand in Foxborough.
But certainly he's an intriguing
reclamation project — yet
another chance for coach Bill
Belichick to torture the New
York Jets, who failed to find.a
role for Tebow last season.
And that could make for
quite a Boston Tea-bow Party.

A person familiar with the
situation told The Associated
Press on, Monday that Tebow
will join the Patriots' minicamp
on Tuesday and sign with the
team, pending the medical
exam. The person spoke on.condition of anonymity because no
official announcement had been
made. Even when Tebow signs.
there is no guarantee he will
play for the Patriots.
ESPN first reported that
Tebow would sign with New
England.
Former Broncos general
manager Ted Sundquist sees the
logic in the move.
"If you can find a club that's
mature enough to handle it as an

organization. then you're going
to find the right spot for him."
Sundquist said."What I mean by
that is all the media mania and
that sort of thing. The club says.
)k. this
the reason we're
bringing him on. We feel he can
bring X. Y.Z and'A,B.C to the
table.' Explain it to Tim,explain
it to the media,explain it to your
fan base a,nd explain it to your
organization."
That description seems to fit
New England perfectly.
One of the NFL's most polarizing players,Tebow spent a lost
season • in 2012 with the New
York Jets, playing sparingly
behind struggling starter Mark
Sanchez. Some fans thought he,

got a raw deal and deserved
more of a chance; others thought
he lacked the skills to be a pro
quarterback. He was released in
April with barely a shrug —
hardly the ending most Jets fans
envisioned considering his
super-hyped welcome to the Big
Apple.
Tebovi, won two national
titles at Florida and was a firstround draft pick in 2010 by
Denver. As a rookie, Tebow
threw just 82 passes in nine
games, starting three. But in
2011, he. started II games,
throwing for 12 touchdowns and
BARRY GUITIERREZ / AP Roo
six interceptions, and took the Tim Tebow and Tom Brady shake hands after a
Sunday
Broncos to a wild-card win over
night game in 2011. Tebow Is reportedly close to a deal
•See TEBOW, 10A
with Brady's New England Patriots.
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Memento dispute settled,
Kobe's parents say sorry

Garcia,
Woods
meet at
Merion

DAVID PORTER
Associated Press
NEWARK. NJ. (AP) Kobe .Bryant reached a settlement with a New Jersey auction house that allows his
mother sell a small amount of
his memorabilia, while also
getting an apology from his
parents, who thanked him for
his financial support.
Kenneth Goldin. founder of
southern New Jersey-based
Goldin Auctions, said Monday
that his company and the Los
Angeles Laker% star had
reached a settlement. Through
a publicist, an attorney for
Bryant also confirmed the dispute had been resolved.
Citing a confidentiality
agreement. Goldin wouldn't
-dit:cuss details of the settlement
beyond identifying . the six
items to be auctioned, including two uniforms worn by
Bryant at Lower Merion High
School outside Philadelphia
and two 2000 NBA championship rings Bryant gave to his
parents.
Goldin Auctions sued in federal court last- month after

Bryant's lawyers wrote the
company telling it to cancel a
planned auction of close to 100
items. The Los Angeles Lakers
star claimed his mother.
Pamela. didn't have the right to
sell the items. Bryant also filed
suit against the auction company in California. A trial had
been scheduled to begin next
week.
settlement,
the
Under
Goldin also will sell Bryant's
2000 NBA All-Star game ring
and his medallion and ribbon
Roundball
Magic's
from
Classic, a high school all-star
game.
In an emaiied statement,
Bryant's parents wrote: "We
regret our actions and statements related to the Kobe
Bryant auction memorabilia.
We apologize for any misunderstanding and unintended
pain we may have caused our
son and appreciate the financial
support that he has provided to
us over the years. We also
would like to apologize to
Goldin Auctions for their inadvertent involvement in this
matter and thank them for their
assistance."

Goldin said auction prices
can be difficult to predict but
that he thinks the high school
uniforms and

the

All-Star

Game ring will fetch the highest prices. He expects the items

ARDMORE, Pa. (AP) Tiger Woods and Sergio Garcia
shook hands Monday on the
U.S. Open practice range at

to go for $100,000 to $250,000 .Merion.
It was the first time they have
each. The auction is scheduled
seen each other since Garcia
to run from June 17 to July (9.
jokingly said at an awards din"We are very happy it settled
ner in England that he would
and we are happy with the have Woods over for dinner duritems," Goldin said. "If I'd ing the U.S. Open and "we will
looked at the list from the
beginning and picked nine
items I wanted to get my hands
on. I've got five of them."
Bryant jumped from high
school straight to the NBA in
1996end has won five championships with the Lakers, most
recently in 2010. His father.
Joe. played eight seasons in the
NBA with Philadelphia, San
Diego and Houston.
The settlement was first
reported by ESPN

serve fried chicken." Garcia
apologized for the racially
insensitive remark the next day
at a news conference.
A fan at the U.S. Open took a
picture of the handshake and
posted it on Twitter.
Woods and Garcia both have
news conferences on Tuesday.
The last time the two shook
hands was May 12. early
Players
at
The
Sunday
Championship after completing
the third round when they were
paired together. Woods went on
to win the tournament.

Tebow...

III Racers...
From Page 9A
transition to being more of a
perimeter player at this level.
Andrea is a good athlete with
exceptional length for her size
and could become an outstanding defensive presence."
Dickerson is the eighth student-athlete that has chosen to
join the Racer women's basketball family for the 2013-14
campaign. • She joins incoming
freshmen Nikia Edon of
• Romeoville, Ill.. Julia Fox of
Lebanon. Tenn.. Ke'Shunan
James of Jackson. Term..
Taylor Porter of Louisa, Ky..
and Janssen Starks of Murray.
Ky.. as well as transfers Jashae
Lee of New Mexico JC and
LeAsia Wright of Western
Kentucky. •
Due to NCAA transfer rules.
Wright will not play in games
during next year's Memento
dispute settled. Kobe's parents
say sorry campaign. but will be
able to participate in team practices.
-

the 2007 Heisman Trophy. But
From Page 9A
now he is headed to New
Pittsburgh before an AFC diviEngland. where the man who
sional playoff loss to New
drafted him as coach of the
England,45-10.
Broncos. Josh McDaniels, is an
Despite the Broncos' playoff
under
assistant
offensive
,
run, he was traded to New Yort
Belichick.
the following offseason when
And apart from winning
Denver signed Peyton Manning. Super Bowls. Belichick likes
Tebow threw only eight passes nothing better than sticking it to
for the Jets, completing six, ran the Jets. He's had a running feud
32 times for 102 yards and was with Ryan for nearly four seaused mostly to protect the sons, in part because Ryan once
punter.
said he wasn't hired to kiss
"Unfortunately," coach Rex Belichick's rings.
Ryan said in a statement when
Belichick was Jets coach for
Tebow was released,"things did one day in 2000. infamously
hot work out the.way we all had resigning with a hand-written
hoped."
note. He soon joined New
The Patriots have Ryan England,and has been regularly
Mallett as the backup to Brady; beating the Jets for more than a
they released QB Mike Kafka on decade.
Monday.
Revitalizing Tebow's career
Asked if Tebow had signed. would be another big step
New
Patriots spokesman Stacey toward
humiliating
James said, "I do not anticipate England's archrival.
any additional transactions to
Tebow has been criticized for
announce tonight."
his throwing motion but has said
career he wants to play quarterback.
NFL
Tebow's
appeared over when the Jets not switch positions. Still, the
couldn't trade him at draft time Patriots might need help at tight
and wound up cutting the left- end after Rob Gronkowski
handed quarterback, who won underwent a fourth operation'for
,

a braken forearm and faces back
surgery. At '6-foot-3 and 236
pounds. Tebow has the size to
play that spot.
Belichick values versatility in
his players, having used wide
receivers Troy Brown. Julian
Edelman and Matthew Slater at
defensive back when injuries hit
that position.
Belichick also has been willing to gamble on players discarded by other teams. Some
have succeeded, like wide
receivers Wes Welker and
Randy Moss and running back
Some
Woodhead.
Danny
haven't, including wide receiver
Chad Johnson and defensive
lineman Albert Haynesworth.
The media circus that surrounded Tebow in Denver and
with the Jets also could be minimized by Bvlichick. who keeps
a tight lid on players' interactions with reporters.

-SCORE 1130.11112E3
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 121h St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

State Auto
Assurance

Van Haverstock

iGreinke 3-1) 10 10 p fii
Atlanta (Hudson 4-5) at San Diego
(Cashner 4-3) 10 10 p m
Wednesday
Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs 2 20 p m
Atlanta at San Diego 3 40 pm
San Francisco at Pittsburgh 7 05 p in
Milwaukee at Miami 7 16 pm
St Louis at N V Mets 7 10 p m
Philadelphia at Minnesota 8 10 p m
Washington at Colorado 8 40 p in
Arizona at LA Dodgers, 10 10 pm

NBA FINALS
San Antonio I Miami 1
Thursday, June 6
San Antonio 92 Miami 88
Sunday, June 9:
Miami 103. San Xntonio 84
Tuesday, June 11:
Miami at San Antonio 9 p m
Thursday, June 13:
Miami at San Antonio 9 p m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct
W
39 25609.
Boston
37 26.587
New York
35 28.556
Baltimore
34. 28-.548
Tampa Bay
27 35.435
Toronto
Central Division
L Pct
W
35 26.574
Detroit
32.484
30
Cieveland
28 32.467
Kansas City
27 33 450
Minnesota
27 34 443
Chicago
West Division
L Pct
W
37 25.597
Texas
38 27.585
Oakland
27 36.429
Los Angeles
27 37.422
Seattle
22 42 344
Houston

Sunday, Juno 18:
Miami at San Antonio. 8 p m
a-Tuesday. June 18:
San Antonio at Miami 9 p m
x-Thuraday, Jun* 20:
San Antonio at Miami 9 pm
x-11 necessary
AILS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
39 24.619
Atlanta
31 31 500
Washington
31 33.484
Philadelphia
23 35 397
New York
18 44 290
Miami
Central Division
W L Pct
41 22 651
St Louis
37 26.587
Cincinnati
37 26 587
Pittsburgh
25 35 417
Chicago
25 37 403
Milwaukee
West Division
W L Pct
35 28.556
Arizona
33 29 532
San Francisco
34 30.531
Colorado
29 34460
San Diego
27 35.435
Los Angeles
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Today
L.A. Angels(Vargas 5-3) at Baltimore
(Mig.Gonzalez 3-2), 705 pm
Boston (Lester 6-2) at Tampa Bay
(Ro Hernandez 3-6) 7 10 p.m
Cleveland (Kluber 3-4) at Texas
(D Holland 5-2). 805 p m
Detroit (Scherzer 8-0) at Kansas City
(N.Davis 3-5). 8 10 p m
Philadelphia (Hamels 2-9) at Minnesota
(Walters 2-1). 8 10 p.m
Toronto (Wang 0-0) at Chicago White
Sox (Quintana 3-2) 8 10 p m
Yankees (Sabathia 6-4) at Oakland
(Colon 7-2). 10 05 p m
Houston (B Norris 5-5) at Seattle
(Harang 2-6) 10'10 p.m
Wednesday
L A Angels at Baltimore, 12.35 p m
Detroit at Kansas City. 2:10 p.m
Boston at Tampa Bay. 7 10 p m
Cleveland at Texas. 8 05 p m
Philadelphia at Minnesota. 8 10 p m
Toronto at Chicago White Sox 8 10
pm
NY Yankees at Oakland 10 05 p m
Houston at Seattle 10.10 p
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NY

Today
San Francisco (Lincecum 4-5) at
Pittsburgh (Cole 0-0), 7.05 p.m.
Milwaukee (W.Peralta 4-7) at Miami
iJa Turner 1-0). 7 10 p.m
St Louis(Wacha 0-0) at N Y Mets
(Hefner 1-5), 7 10 p m
Cincinnati (Cingrani 2-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Garza 1-0). 8 05 p.m
Philadelphia (Hamels 2-9) at Minnesota
(Walters 2-1), 8.10 p.m
Washington (Haven 4-7) at Colorado
(Chacin 3-3), 8,40 p.m
Arizona (Kennedy 3-4) at L.A Dodgers
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III U.S. Open...
With soft fairways. it becomes
more of a target.
From Page 9A
"Obviously with it being a little soft, it becomes a little more
Black in 2002 that the tournament simple than what it was," Scott
barely finished 72 holes on said. "The ball is just going to
Monday, with Lucas Glover win- stop where it lands."
ning.
Davis said the USGA would
Els mentioned the firm fair- try to move the hole locations to
ways becaEe that's what can some of the higher spots on the
make Merion tricky. Tiger greens to avoid standing water it
Woods, Adam Scott and Rory it rains on Thursday. As for the
McIlroy were among those who fairways, even with standing
came to Merion early,and they all
water, the U.S. Open could be
spoke about the experience necas long as players could
played
essary to find the right angle off
ball to a dry spot that
the
move
the tee to keep the ball in the fairsignificant distance to
add
didn't
way. Geoff Ogilvy played
shots.
their
and
time
first
the
Sunday for
The next two days could be
mentioned the best driver would
crucial.
fare well - but not necessarily
"We just need a little bit of
the straightest driver.
sunshine," Shaffer said.
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•Grizzlies...
season with the 89.3 points the
From Page 9A
first time since 2005-06 that a
keep
to
Rudy Gay away, wanting
held opponents below
together the core of starters that team had
for an entire season.
points
90
turned in the NBA's best start this
third
season. Memphis traded Gay to The Grizzlies also ranked
per435
to
opponents
holding
Toronto on Jan. 30 as part of a
three-team trade. and Hollins cent shooting and a league-best
talked of not being able to have 33.5 percent made field goals a
"champagne taste" on a beer game. •
The candidates to replace
budget before refocusing the
include Grizzlies assisHollins
Grizzlies on a stretch run that was
the league's best after the All-Star tant Dave Jtierger and George
Karl. fired last week by the
break at 23-8.
Nuggets. Lash was hired away
Grizzlies
the
Under Hollins.
also featured one of the NBA's from Denver where he had spent
best defenses. Memphis allowed five seasons working on draft
the fewest points per game this analysis and scouting.
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